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Abstract 
Survivability is a major issue in telecommunication networks design. In real 
life, during the operation of the network, the pattern of traffic in the network may 
change radically over time and then the existing network may not satisfy all O D s 
traffic demands in the case of certain node or link failures. In this situation, the 
strategy would be to satisfy the required traffic somehow in the network by per-
forming a process of reconfiguration and re-optimization of the network. Modern 
telecommunication management includes Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Due 
to SLAs the dynamical reconfiguration problem becomes more complicated. 
This thesis subject aims to address these issues and to develop: 
1) Mathematical models for dynamical reconfiguration in the presence of SLA. 
These models are based on the projection of the current traffic onto a subgraph. 
2) A conceptual scheme of an algorithm, which is based on the developed models. 
3) A Software that is the result of the implementation of the conceptual algorithm 
under some additional hypotheses. 
The work consists of Preface, six chapters and Bibliography. 
Chapter 1 contains a description of the setting of problems and some preliminary 
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results. W e also give a classification of failures in telecommunication networks. 
In Chapter 2 we define the notion of the order of a path and give some examples. 
In Chapter 3 different approaches for reconfiguration of failures in the presence 
of S L A are suggested and studied. The results of numerical experiments with a 
comparison of these approaches are presented. 
Chapter 4 contains a description of the projection onto a subgraph and a concep-
tual scheme of the algorithm for reconfiguration that is based on this projection 
and also uses the notion of the order of the path. A description of the soft-
ware for reconfiguration is given and numerical experiments with this software 
are described. 
In Chapter 5 we present and discuss a new version of a topology lifetime measure. 
Chapter 6 is the Appendix that contains the description of some data for numer-
ical experiments and an example of linear programming problem that is used for 
reconfiguration. 
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Preface 
In this thesis we examine mathematical models for dynamical reconfiguration 
of telecommunication networks. Dynamical reconfiguration is one of the most 
important problems in the field of network management. In the case of some 
part of the network being damaged the system should maintain its operations, 
taking into account the new conditions. This can be achieved by using the residual 
capacity of the system if it is available. If there were not enough residual capacity, 
the managers of the system need to involve some of the unaffected traffic in order 
to reorganize traffic. A prolonged breakdown will push some customers to change 
their provider; there is also a lost of profit because of breakdowns, that can be 
considered as a certain implicit penalty. To reorganize traffic by using new routes 
we should have a flexible routing system. 
The dynamic reconfiguration problem becomes more complicated if Service 
Level Agreements (SLAs) are taken into account. W e consider the so-called 
Olympic service that provides three tiers of services: gold, silver and bronze 
with decreasing quality. 
W h e n the failure occurs, the provider needs to reconfigure the transfer of the 
network as quickly as possible, attending firstly to the gold customers and once 
that is done to the silver customers and lastly, if there is any time left, to the 
bronze customers. 
W e describe various linear programming problems that can be used for dy-
namical reconfiguration in the presence of SLA. In particular we discuss in detail 
approaches to reconfiguration with and without penalization. 
In the case of network failure, the time allowed for the breakdowns is defined 
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a priori for gold and silver information by SLAs. System provider is liable to pay 
large penalties if the time limit is exceeded. The time limit for the gold customers 
is very small and it is larger for silver customers, nevertheless it is not very large. 
This leads to the following requirements: 
• The process of reconfiguration must have minimal effect on the priority 
traffic that was not affected by the original failures. 
• The solution time for optimization problems, which are used for reconfigu-
ration, should be very small. The latter requires the consideration of simple 
optimization problems; the dimension of these problems should be not very 
high. 
One of the possible ways to fulfill these requirements is to consider a certain sub-
graph of the graph that describes the given network, consider the reconfiguration 
of the traffic into this subgraph and keep the priority traffic without changes out of 
this subgraph. W e introduce mathematical models for dynamical reconfiguration 
based on this idea. 
Usually the shortest possible paths are used in telecommunication networks. 
However long paths also can be used in order to provide service for gold and silver 
customers in the case of failure. W e need to compare paths of different length 
with different origin-destinations in order to choose the best possible paths. W e 
introduce and study the notion of the order of the path that allows us to compare 
different paths and to choose the best one. 
W e suggest a conceptual scheme of an algorithm for dynamical reconfigura-
tion, which is based on the developed approach. This algorithm considers the 
status of Service Level Agreements and reconfigures the traffic routing in the net-
work in the case of any link and/or node failure. To satisfy the required capacity 
for the affected traffic, one would consider the available capacity in the network. 
If there were not enough residual capacity in the network then one would try to 
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involve some of the unaffected traffic taking into account the priorities in terms 
of Service Level Agreements. W e use the extension of the set of working paths 
that are possible using the notion of the order of a path and we use a projection 
of the subgraph in order to have as small as possible effect on the priority traffic 
that was not affected by the failure. 
The software which is an implementation of the conceptual algorithm under 
some additional hypotheses has been developed. Many numerical experiments 
with this software confirm its effectiveness. 
Another problem, which is studied in this thesis is a topology lifetime measure 
for telecommunication networks. Possible unexpected changes in load have been 
taken into account when this measure was defined. W e use notions of the order 
of the paths and also a projection onto a subgraph introduced in first parts of 
the thesis in the study of lifetime measure. 
The work consists of Preface, six chapters and Bibliography. 
Chapter 1 contains a description of the setting of problems and some preliminary 
results. W e also give a classification of failures in telecommunication networks. 
In Chapter 2 we define the notion of the order of a path and give some examples. 
In Chapter 3 different approaches to reconfiguration of failures in the presence 
of SLA are suggested and studied. The results of numerical experiments with 
comparison of these approaches are presented. 
Chapter 4 contains a description of the projection onto a subgraph and a concep-
tual scheme of an algorithm for reconfiguration that is based on this projection 
and also use the notion of the order of the path. A description of the software 
for reconfiguration is given and numerical experiments with this software are 
described. 
In Chapter 5 we present and discuss a new version of a topology lifetime measure. 
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Chapter 6 is Appendix that contains the description of some data that is used 
for numerical experiments and an example of linear programming problem that 
is used for reconfiguration. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Classification failures in telecommunication 
networks 
For1 the last quarter of the century understanding of the nature of telecommuni-
cation network traffic has been considered as an important research topic. Any 
well designed recovery strategy has to take into account the different resilience 
requirements of the single traffic flows in order to avoid excessive usage of band-
width for standby links. Faced with multiple recovery options, a service provider 
must decide which flows to protect, and to what extent, against network failures. 
Traditional techniques and models used to determine the availability and failure 
rates of telecommunications networks are based on classic failure models such as 
Mean-time Between Failure and Mean-time Between Service Outage predictors. 
Network failures occur for many different reasons and occur in many different 
forms. The classic models only assume that the failure is caused by a hardware 
component of the network. 
1This section is based on the paper [40]. 
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With the widespread deployment of Internet technologies, other factors that 
cause or contribute to failure in a telecommunications network must be explored. 
T w o additional failure modes to the existing published failure models, failure from 
Denial of Service Attacks, and failures due to Catastrophic Events have been 
identified and defined along with an initial outline of a generalized prediction 
model based on Dynamic System Theory. In this section we discuss the effects of 
failures, survivability issues in network failures, and how to overcome failures in 
IT based telecommunication network. 
For over thirty years the U S Department of Defence Specification, MIL-
HDBK-217F, has been a standard measure for estimating the intrinsic reliability 
of electronic equipment and systems. It is based on an analysis of the average 
time, in hours, for electronic components to fail called Mean-Time Between Fail-
ure (MTBF)[41]. Several similar standards, such as Bellcore TR-322 [2], as well 
as many modifications and derivatives have been used to predict the behaviour 
of telecommunications equipment that is currently in production [2, 33]. Even 
though M T B F determination is well established, the application of this reliability 
predictor in telecommunications network design is frequently misunderstood and 
misused [12]. Research has shown that overly optimistic failure predictions result 
from misunderstandings and misapplications of M T B F assessments [30]. Despite 
the misunderstanding and misuse of these predictors, the telecommunications in-
dustry is still very much focused on their use. A search of technical documenta-
tion at leading telecommunications hardware manufacturers (Cisco and Juniper 
Networks) shows extensive documentation for failure prediction based on the 
M T B F and Mean-Time Between Service Outage ( M T B S O ) standards and little 
on other causes of network failures. This collective mindset extends throughout 
the telecommunications industry where one finds an abundance of information on 
the use of M T B F predictors and little information on other categories of network 
failures. 
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Kyas [31] has identified five categories of errors that can lead to general system 
failure in data processing systems that are considerably beyond the M T B F failure 
predictors. These are: 
1. Hardware Problems 
2. Operator Error 
3. Mass Storage Problems 
4. Software Problems 
5. Network Problems 
We review these five categories proposed by Kyas with the view to determining 
if additional categories are required or, if there is an opportunity to express a 
general failure predictor model. 
Categories of Network Failures 
Category 1: Hardware Problems Telecommunications equipment suppliers 
have focused on the category of hardware problems as the main predictor of net-
work failure rates. Approximately 2 5 % of all failures occur as a result of hardware 
problems such as computer failures [31]. To improve overall hardware reliability 
in telecommunications products, vendors build redundancy into their product of-
ferings. A network designer can select and deploy equipment with a wide range 
of redundancy options ranging from having no redundancy to the complete du-
plication (or more) of equipment and links. W h e n applied in this narrow context, 
the U S Military and Bellcore standards are useful predictors. Today, it is com-
mon to have individual hardware components of telecommunications equipment, 
that have MTBF's ranging from 80,000 hours to several hundred thousand hours 
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[12]. In an actual deployment of the networks there are variations in more than 
just the hardware components that are selected. These variations include the 
quality of equipment, the quality of network planning and design, the complexity 
of the implementation, and the interaction and interoperability of components. 
M a n y networks are exceptionally complex systems - it is amazing that they show 
any stability at all! Mission critical networks are designed to have "five-nine" 
availability (i.e. 99.999% availability) and are required to meet that performance 
criteria based on an M T B F assessment. However, there are four other impor-
tant categories of failure identified by Kyas that contribute to the other 7 5 % of 
network failures not identified through an M T B F analysis of hardware problems. 
These other contributors to network failure rates (or correspondingly availability) 
must be considered to accurately assess and predict network availability. M T B F 
analysis is not an appropriate measure for three of these categories. 
Category 2: Operator Error Operator Error (OE) as defined by Kyas [31] 
as those failures caused directly by human actions. Operator error is further 
subdivided into intentional or unintentional mistakes and as errors that do or do 
not cause consequential damage. Kyas (2001) suggests that O E is responsible 
for over 5 % of all system failures. This figure typically varies from enterprise 
to enterprise based on the level of training and other factors such as corporate 
culture and procedures. This type of error is useful in examining possible types 
of network system failures. A n operator error that affects the network reliability 
can arise from people's interaction with networking equipment, physical cables 
and connectors as well as from events by other IT devices, that result from user 
actions. Other IT devices such as database servers and e-mail servers can produce 
broadcast storms and duplication of network addresses due to the actions of 
individuals operating the various devices within the network. 
Category 3: Mass Storage Devices This category is defined as the failures 
associated with mass storage devices. Failures of these devices have been stud-
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ied by various manufacturers as well as by users of these devices. Although 
high performance hard drives can achieve exceptionally high M T B F values of 
106 hours; many organizations who employ banks of hard drives often experience 
higher failure rates simply due to the large quantity of drives in use. Further-
more, environmental factors such as: temperature variation, physical handling 
or mishandling combined with the frequency of certain drive operations such as 
non-stop seek operations will affect both the M T B F as well as its statistical dis-
tribution. The failure analysis can consider these factors in reliability planning 
of a network. Although the failure of these devices is not by itself considered to 
be a network failure, there has been a rapid growth in the deployment of Storage 
Area Networks (SAN) where large arrays of mass storage devices are directly 
connected to a network through high capacity channels. SANs do indeed classify 
as network devices since they are network-centric. From a computer hardware 
perspective, traditional M T B F evaluations are appropriate for these devices. 
Category 4: Software Problems Today, enterprise networks connect large 
numbers of servers that provide functionality to large numbers of users using a 
very large number of software applications. Widely distributed systems are com-
m o n in enterprises that are geographically dispersed. The network provides all 
connectivity between various computer platforms and clients. In systems of such 
complexity, even with careful planning, monitoring and assessment, it is difficult 
to predict the service demands on the network. Failures can arise from insufficient 
capacity, excessive delays during peak demands, as well as a catastrophic failures 
arising from the loss of a vital component or resource. Network software failures 
can be caused by faulty device drivers, subtle differences in protocol implemen-
tation and handling, and operating system faults and anomalies. According to 
Kyas [31] software problems account for approximately the same number of fail-
ures as hardware problems (25%) and are important to any meaningful reliability 
analysis. 
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Category 5: Network Problems Hardware and Software problems that are 
directly related to the Network problems are included in this category. These 
can account for more that one-third of IT failures [31]. To better understand the 
distribution and nature of these types of failures it is useful to discuss them in 
the context of the OSI model. Causes of failures within the lower layers of the 
model are often defective N I C cards, defective cables and connections, failures 
in interface cards in bridges routers and switches, beacon failures (Token Ring 
networks), checksum errors, and packet size errors. As Ethernet technologies have 
improved over time, there has been a decline in the failure rates within the lower 
layers of the OSI model but there has been an increase in the failure rates in the 
Application Layer as software complexity continues to explode. Many of the errors 
and failures as described here are often localized (usually to one computer or user) 
and not catastrophic in nature. Localized failures are very different from that 
defined by the U S Military and the Bellcore models which allow for local failures 
to occur and not be considered a device failure. In understanding the contribution 
of localized failure to network reliability, it is important to consider the scale and 
size of failures that are caused by individual network components. Example -
failure of a network card or L A N card is not likely to result in a single point of 
failure (SPF) of the enterprise network. However, a Core Router failure without 
appropriate redundancy and switchovers can incapacitate an entire network. 
Although Kyas's [31] five categories account for a large number of network 
failures, the following two additional categories merit consideration and discus-
sion: 
6. Failures due to denial of service attacks (Worms, Viruses, Trojan Horses 
and Malicious software). 
7. Failures from disasters such as fire, flood, earthquakes, outages, etc. 
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Category 6: Denial of Service (DoS) attacks These attacks have been a major 
source of network failures since 2000 [5]. Today they are occurring several times 
a year resulting in worldwide service disruption. The frequency of this type of 
network failure is increasing at an alarming pace. Only private, tightly controlled 
networks without Internet access are immune from this form of attack by deploy-
ing " air-gaps" in the network. Air-gaps are a physical gap with no connectivity 
and where data is manually transferred between nodes. This approach is not 
practical for the vast majority of networks today that rely on Internet connectiv-
ity. A n example of the impact of Denial of Service attacks is the Code Red virus 
and a more recent variation, Slammer worm, that disrupted millions of comput-
ers by unleashing a well-coordinated Distributed Denial of Service Attack. These 
attacks resulted in a significant loss of corporate revenues worldwide [7, 42]. The 
increased frequency of the occurrence or threat, and the impact of this type of 
network failure on network disruption (and corporate revenues) are considerable 
and therefore the Denial of Service Attack category must be included in any valid 
failure analysis model of an Internet connected enterprise network. It is possible 
that even more insidious malicious code will be unleashed to wreak havoc world-
wide. Researchers have recently postulated how a virus, dubbed the Warhol 
virus, could disrupt the entire Internet within fifteen minutes [43]. For example, 
the Slammer worm brought Internet service to a halt in India, disabled a million 
machines in Korea, disabled automated tellers in the Bank of America, affected 
universities and a major Canadian bank in the course of a few days in 2003. 
W o r m s such as Code Red and Slammer are probably authored and unleashed by 
an individual or a small number of individuals. A n even more worrisome threat 
exists if the malevolent code is part of an information warfare attack. It is well 
documented that countries such as China have an active development program 
for waging Cyberwar [45]. This form of attack can cripple an information tech-
nology based society (not just one infected network). The threats are quite real 
and when unleashed create a dysfunctional network until the malevolent code is 
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effectively eradicated. Predicting the percentage of network failures caused by 
this type of error is difficult because it is such a recent phenomenon with ran-
d om occurrence. However, the potential impact of this failure is enormous and 
widespread, and cannot be discounted. 
Category 7: Disaster Scenarios The final category of failure considered in 
this section is that of disaster scenarios which occur from a wide range of cir-
cumstances, many of them environmental and some synthetic. Environmental 
disasters include floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, long-term power outages, tor-
nadoes and fires. Synthesized disasters can include: theft, vandalism, arson, war 
and acts of terrorism. In each of these disaster scenarios many more causes can be 
listed. In some cases there is regional occurrence that can be useful in predicting 
such an event. However, in many other cases no previous knowledge or useful 
means of prediction is possible. Disaster planning has only recently become a 
high IT priority as the collective mindset of the world has focused on dealing 
with the threat of widespread terrorism. 
1.2 Failure Analysis Methodology 
A number of categories have been introduced which identify the cause and types 
of failures that telecommunication networks can have. In some cases an esti-
mation of the probability and nature of the failure are predictable, but in many 
others any estimation would be only guesswork and thus be inaccurate. The ques-
tion now and corresponding challenge is to determine how to proceed. Clearly 
an assessment can be made in each of the seven categories and quantitative and 
speculative predictions can be made. These can be prioritized and used as input 
to the risk assessment of the telecommunications infrastructure. This approach 
can provide a methodology by which a corporation can assess and respond to 
a wide range of failures in the network. However, an alternative and perhaps 
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less speculative approach, Dynamic Systems Theory, may be possible. Dynamic 
Systems Theory first proposed by Thorn [44] describes catastrophes as bifurca-
tions of fixed point attractors. It has been used to characterize a large number of 
natural and synthetic phenomena ranging from insect populations to the capsiz-
ing of ships at sea. Certain types of failures in telecommunications systems can 
obviously be described by this theory. Network failures such as route flapping are 
natural candidates that can be described by this approach to model the failure. 
The open research question and challenge is to apply Dynamic Systems Theory 
to all of the different categories of network failure and compare the results with 
the existing models that use M T B F and M T B S O as predictors. 
Network flow problems occur in the design and analysis of telecommunica-
tion systems, neurological systems, tanker scheduling problems and a variety of 
other areas. The configuration (topology) of the network is constrained by sev-
eral factors that depend on the particular routers that exist, such as maximum 
through- put, number of virtual channels, etc. Some approaches to overcome 
network failures are: 
1. Rerouting - to find an alternative routes, if one or more links or nodes fail; 
2. Clustering (accordingly a given topology); 
3. Network capacity design ( accordingly a given topology). 
Traffic modelling can be divided into two categories: macroscopic ( road net-
work) and microscopic (internet network, telecommunication network, etc). In 
the macroscopic approach, we are interested in traffic behavior over long time 
scales: minutes, hours, days or even months, while the microscopic approach is 
concerned with traffic behavior over periods of seconds, milliseconds, and even 
microseconds. Knowledge of traffic behavior can help us to design and maintain 
the telecommunication network more efficiently, thus providing better service to 
users at lower costs. 
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1.3 Dynamical reconfiguration of telecommuni-
cation networks 
In this thesis we introduce and study mathematical models for dynamical re-
configuration of telecommunication networks. Dynamical reconfiguration can be 
considered in the framework of Category 5 (Network problems). 
Dynamic reconfiguration is one of the most important problems in the field 
of network management. In the case of some part of the network being damaged 
(if there happens to be a failure in the hardware or software component of the 
system) the system should maintain its operations, taking into account the new 
conditions. This means that due to the failure, some of the components of the 
system (links and/or nodes) are not available, however the system needs to main-
tain the same flow of operations as before. This can be achieved by using the 
residual capacity of the system if it is available. If there were not enough resid-
ual capacity, the managers of the system need to involve some of the unaffected 
traffic. The reconfiguration and related problems have been studied by many 
authors. Their study typically involves a search for a free path using back-up 
capacity. W e mention here only papers [22, 23, 27, 29, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39]. 
A survey "Network Infrastructure Trends and Issues" done by Sunbelt Soft-
ware in conjunction with Yankee Group analysts Zeus Kerravala and Laura Didio 
uncovered that two-thirds of the 250 IT administrators polled worldwide said 
their companies do not implement configuration management software to track 
changes or network and systems errors - despite the fact that 7 0 % of companies 
experience at least one-to-two network outages per month [28]. One of the main 
problems how to reach a high level market is - how to reorganize traffic in the case 
of a failure in the telecommunication network? A prolonged breakdown may push 
some customers to change their provider; there is also a lost of profit because of 
breakdowns. It can be considered as a certain implicit penalty. To reorganize 
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traffic by using new routes we should have a flexible routing system. The goal of 
the network market is to create a routing behaviour that is flexible, can reorganize 
traffic in the case of partial failure, incorporate new routes and even to allow other 
telecom providers to connect their networks to the system despite very large net-
work dimensions. For example, the Swedish telephone backbone consists today 
of about ten thousand routers that route the traffic between towns. Consumer 
agents will buy traffic at the market for prices that are determined by the current 
traffic and congestion levels in the network. 
The dynamic reconfiguration problem becomes more complicated if Service 
Level Agreements (SLAs) (see Section 1.4) are taken into account. Due to SLAs 
the dynamical reconfiguration problem becomes more complicated since different 
types of customers should be taken into account. In particular, the breakdown 
time for the so-called " gold" customers is very small so the process of reconfigu-
ration must be carried out quickly. This leads to the following requirements: 
• The process of reconfiguration must have minimal effect on the priority 
traffic that was not affected by the original failures. 
• The solution time for optimization problems, which are used for reconfigura-
tion, should be very small. The latter requires the consideration of simple 
optimization problems (for example, linear programming without integer 
variables); dimension of these problems should be not very high. 
The reconfiguration problem becomes clearer if we consider it from an eco-
nomic point of view. This is because the transfer of data costs money and if 
the breakdown occurs, the network provider needs to pay penalties. W e need to 
take several factors into account for each type of information, in particular the 
cost of the transfer of each unit of information and time limit, allowed for the 
breakdown. 
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1.4 Service Level Agreements (SLA) 
A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a service contract between customers and the 
service providers who are the owners and operators of the network infrastructure. 
The function of the S L A is to balance the interests of the customers with those of 
the service providers. A n S L A specifies the services customers will receive from 
the providers and penalties to the provider if those services are not supplied. 
SLAs are based on Quality of Service (QoS)-protocols. The SLA management 
scheme is defined by two factors: revenue (payments from the customer to the 
service provider that are generated by carrying traffic) and penalties (payments 
from the service provider to the customer, due to violations of the agreement). 
SLAs are a strategic tool for all support services, (particularly IT) on the 
way to business achievement. According to research firms [28], most suppliers 
lose around 1 6 % of their customers each year due to the service problems, and 
nearly 9 7 % of companies with more than 2500 employees require S L A network 
availability. Any technology based support service could be accused of being 
insensitive to the requirements of its customers, or customers of a support service 
may have unrealistic expectations of the service, that can be reasonably provided. 
In this situation it is important to implement an agreement that can prevent 
disputes between customers and suppliers and create harmony between parties. 
The S L A can justify investment and identify the "right: quality of service". 
Before the S L A is initiated it is assumed that the process of planning has 
taken place to assure that the service provider has the resources to provide the 
continuous traffic flow to be carried out at a mutually satisfactory level of QoS 
and net revenue. Generally the customer agrees, that a system may fail for a 
certain amount of time and if the provider can keep outage below these times 
then the customer pays for the service. However if the system fails for more time 
than was agreed, then the customer is entitled to large compensation from the 
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providers. The S L A is structured to be fair to both parties. The net revenue is 
computed as the overall performance measure. 
Hence the fundamental principle is that when the failure occurs, the provider 
needs to reconfigure the transfer of the network as quickly as possible, attending 
firstly to the gold customers and once that is done to the silver customers and 
lastly, if there is any time left, to the bronze customers. 
The details of SLAs for Internet and telecommunications QoS is given in the 
papers [4, 49]. A n S L A can be static or dynamic. Static SLAs are negotiated on 
a regular (e.g. monthly or yearly) basis. Customers with dynamic SLAs must 
use a signaling protocol to request services on demand. In this thesis we shall 
consider only static S L A since only this type of SLAs is of interest to telecom 
providers. It is indicated in [49] that using SLAs, many services can be provided, 
among them the Olympic service plays the main role. It provides three tiers of 
services: gold, silver and bronze with decreasing quality. W e will consider only 
the Olympic service in this thesis. 
In the case of network failure, the time allowed for the breakdown is defined 
a priori for gold and silver customers by SLAs. The system provider is liable 
to pay large penalties if the time limit is exceeded. The time limit for the gold 
customers is very small. The time limit for silver customers is greater. For the 
bronze customers there is no time limit for the breakdown, but there is a danger 
of loss of customers, which is also an important economic aspect of the system. 
1.5 Projection onto subgraphs and their appli-
cations 
Dynamical reconfigurations lead to very high dimensional optimization problems 
for real networks. These problems can have solutions that have a large effect on 
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the traffic that was not affected by the original failure. In order to overcome these 
difficulties we can restrict ourselves by selecting only a certain subgraph of the 
graph that describes the network under consideration. 
This subgraph can be chosen as a certain neighbourhood of the set of broken 
links and/or nodes or as a certain part of such a neighbourhood. To make a better 
decision we need to take into account the structure of the graph under consider-
ation. W e can also consider different neighborhoods for gold, silver and bronze 
customers. The use of a subgraph of a given graph allows us substantially reduce 
the dimension of linear programming problems that are used for the reconfigura-
tion, so the optimal reconfiguration can be done quickly. This point is important 
since, due to the presence of gold customers, the reconfiguration must be done 
in a very short amount of time. Using a small subgraph for reconfiguration, we 
keep the priority traffic out of this subgraph. 
W e consider a chosen subgraph as an independent small network and use an 
optimization technique for the reconfiguration ofthis network only. This approach 
can be implemented if we take into account all links of the chosen subgraph with 
the rest of the graph. W e can do it through the so-called outer nodes of the 
subgraph. For each outer node, we accumulate all flows that are going into the 
subgraph from the rest of the graph and vise versa, and consider the resulting flow 
as certain boundary conditions that are used for the description of traffic related 
to the subgraph. Then the results obtained for the subgraph can be extended 
for the entire graph. The traffic defined on the subgraph by means of boundary 
conditions can be considered as a projection of the given traffic onto the subgraph. 
This kind of projection can be used to examine different networks problems. 
W e mainly consider this approach for the examination of dynamic reconfigura-
tions of the network in the case of failure. W e also apply it to examination of 
a quantitative measure for telecommunication topology design (topology lifetime 
measure). Such a measure firstly was introduced by N. Maxemchuk, I. Ouveysi 
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and M . Zukerman in [35]. The ability of a telecommunication network to support 
the expected growth in demand is an important characteristic of the network. 
However, it is not enough to consider only the expected growth: an unexpected 
growth can often occur due to technological innovations and the increasing popu-
larity of the internet. This is the reason for the consideration of topology lifetimes 
measures. In chapter 5 we discuss the approach by N. Maxemchuk, I. Ouveysi 
and M . Zukerman and suggest some modifications. 
1.6 Goals of the project 
Survivability is a major issue in telecommunication networks design. A typ-
ical telecommunication network is generally dimensioned to satisfy all Origin-
Destination (OD) traffic demands for a given pattern of traffic load, in the case 
of one or more node or link failures in the network. In practice, it is not possible 
to fully predict all possible traffic patterns and failure scenarios so as to design 
a totally survivable network. In real life, during the operation of the network, 
the pattern of traffic in the network may change radically over time and then the 
existing network may not satisfy all O D s traffic in the case of certain node or link 
failures. In this situation, the strategy would be to satisfy the requirements of the 
traffic in the network, somehow, by performing a process of reconfiguration and 
re-optimization in the network. Modern telecommunication management includes 
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Due to SLAs the dynamical reconfiguration 
problem becomes more complicated since different types of customers should be 
taken into account. 
The subject of this thesis aims to address these issues and to develop 
• an approach for dynamic reconfiguration in the presence of SLAs. This 
approach is based on the projection of the current traffic onto a subgraph. 
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• A conceptual scheme of an algorithm, which is based on the developed 
approach. This algorithm considers the status of Service Level Agreements 
and can be used for reconfiguration of the traffic routing in the network in 
the case of any link and/or note failure. To satisfy the required capacity 
for the affected traffic, one would consider the available capacity in the 
network. If there were not enough residual capacity in the network then 
one would try to involve some of the unaffected traffic taking into account 
their priorities in terms of Service Level Agreements. It is important to 
find reconfigurations, which have as small as possible effect on the priority 
traffic that was not affected by the original failure. 
• A software that is the result of the implementation of the conceptual algo-
rithm under some additional hypotheses. 
1.7 Package "CPLEX" 
We use the ILOG CPLEX software package for the implementation of the de-
veloped algorithm. (See [8, 9, 10, 24, 25] for the description of this package.) 
The C P L E X package is designed to solve continuous or mixed integer linear opti-
mization problems, quadratic programming problems and network flow problems. 
C P L E X can solve large-scale linear optimization problems using fast optimizer al-
gorithms that are reliable even for poorly scaled or numerically difficult problems. 
C P L E X is suitable as our problem is a large scale continuous linear optimization 
problem. 
C P L E X offers four different optimizers for linear programming problems, in 
our problem we can apply the dual simplex optimizer and the primal simplex 
optimizer. The dual simplex optimizer states the linear programming problem in 
dual form but still reports the results in terms of the primal model. The primal 
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simplex optimizer can work better on problems where the number of variables 
exceeds the number of constraints significantly, or on problems that exhibit little 
variability in the cost coefficients. Both optimizers are used. If the problem 
under consideration has many solutions then different results can be obtained by 
different optimizers. 
CPLEX has been developed by CPLEX Optimization, Inc., which was founded 
in 1988 with the mission of providing the highest-performance optimizers for 
linear programming. C P L E X was the first commercial linear programming opti-
mizer developed in the C programming language. The first C P L E X products were 
C P L E X Linear Optimizer and C P L E X Callable Library. The name "CPLEX" 
comes from the combination of the letter " C" for the programming language, and 
the word "simplex" for the simplex method for linear programming. 
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Chapter 2 
Orders of paths 
2.1 Graphs and Paths 
A graph model is a representation of a network, although it is simpler than the 
network itself, it does reflect all problems, which should be solved for dynamic re-
configuration. (See [1] for details.) W e will use some simple graph characteristics, 
that need to be defined. 
Definition A Graph G = (V,E) is a finite set of nodes (vertices or points) 
V = {1,2, ...,m}, together with a finite set of connecting lines, called edges 
(links, branches, arcs), E joining pairs of nodes. Arc (i,j) e E is said to be 
incident at nodes i and j. 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. The set of vertices of G sometimes will be 
denoted by V and sometimes by V(G); the set of the edges of G sometimes will 
be denoted by E and sometimes by E(G); this double notation never leads to 
misunderstanding. It is assumed that both V(G) and E(G) are nonempty. 
If the graph has two or more different edges joining the same pair of vertices, 
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these edges are called multiple edges. For the sake of simplicity we consider only 
graphs without multiple edges. 
Graphs have found many applications in the study of different problems. (See 
for example [1, 3, 18, 19, 20, 21, 46].) The author has used graph theory for 
examination of some problems in the area of economic dynamics (see [14, 13]). 
In this thesis we consider a telecommunication network as a graph G = (V, E) 
with the set V := V(G) of vertices (nodes) and the set E := E(G) of arcs. (An 
arc (k, I) € E is a link between nodes k and I.) W e consider G as an undirected 
graph, this means that we identify links (k, i) and (i, k) as the same arc. In other 
words if we have two nodes k and i and a link between them, it is not important 
whether k or i is an origin/destination. 
Let v, v' e V. A path 
p=(v,i,k,...,j,v') (2.1.1) 
between v and v' is a sequence of links (v,i), (i,k),..., (j,v'), which does not 
contain circuits, (that is, all nodes v,i, k,... ,j, v' are different). The nodes 
v, i, k..., j, v' are called nodes of p and the links (i, k),..., (j, v') are called links 
of p. The number of links in p is called the length of p. 
Since the graph G is undirected, the path (2.1.1) coincides with the path 
(v',j,...,k,i,v). 
W e shall call v and v' the end-nodes (or end-points) of p. In this work we consider 
only connective graphs G. In other words it is assumed that for all v, v' € V there 
exists a path with the end-nodes v and v'. 
Consider a path p = (vu v2, • • •, vt). A path (vh ... u,), where l<i<j<tis 
called a sub-path of the path p. 
A n important characteristic of a link (k,l) is its capacity cfc>/. The capacity 
Ck,i describes the amount of information, which can be transmitted through the 
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link (k, I). The amount of information xp, which can be transmitted along a path 
V = {vi, v2 ..., Vk) could not exceed the minimal capacity of any link of the path: 
xp s tnini^c^j^, cV2jV3,..., Cvt_1)Vt). 
2.2 Order of paths 
It is assumed that each path p is supplied with a certain positive number uj(p), 
which is called the weight of p. The most important examples of weights are the 
length of a path (number of its nodes) and the cost of the transmission of a unit 
of information along a path. 
It is beneficial to use only fairly short paths (paths with a fairly small weights) 
in telecommunication networks. First of all we have to take into account the 
shortest paths, that is paths with the smallest possible weights. Thus for each 
O D (origin-destination) pair (v, v') we need to find the shortest paths with end-
points v,v'. W e mention two approaches that are used in literature for finding 
the shortest paths: Dijkstra's algorithm and Bellman-Ford algorithms. 
In some instances the shortest paths cannot provide the transmission of all 
required information, so different paths also should be used. As a rule in such a 
case paths that are close to the shortest path are in use. Let (v, v') be an O D 
pair. Consider the set of all paths with end-nodes v, v'. W e can put these paths 
in order: a path p greater than or equal to p' if the weight ui(p) of p greater than 
or equal to the weight tu(p') of p'. Let p\ be the shortest path. Then we say that 
a p2 is a 2-shortest path if tu(p2) > ^>{pi) and there are no paths p' such that 
uj(p2) > u(p') > u)(pf). A path p3 is a 3-shortest path if to(p3) > tu(p2) and there 
are no paths p' such that aj(p$) > uj(p') > w(p2)- In the same manner we can 
define £;-shortest paths for k > 3. In such a settings it is convenient to talk about 
1-shortest paths instead of shortest paths. Note that it is possible that there are 
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more than one A;-shortest paths. 
If it is not possible to use only 1-shortest paths, we need to involve Ar-shortest 
paths with k > 1. However, it is not clear, for which O D pairs they should be 
involved. Consider the following example: assume that is not possible to use only 
2-shortest paths and we do not need to use all 3-shortest paths for all O D pairs 
(there is a lot of them). Then we need to choose only some of these paths that 
are better than the rest. In order to do this we first need to define the meaning of 
the "better"; in other words, we need to compare paths with different end-nodes. 
This task is especially important in the presence of SLAs. Indeed, assume 
that a link is broken and we need to reconfigure the traffic. We can do this by 
extension of the set of working paths. For a bronze customers this can be easily 
done, we can consider only small extensions of the set of working paths. However 
for gold and silver customers some large extensions should be used, and then 
we need to compare long enough paths with different end-nodes. The following 
situation is possible, and our numerical experiments confirmed it: sometimes it 
is more profitable to use new paths that do not contain links that are close to the 
broken link in order to unload the neighboring links. In such a situation we need 
to compare long paths with different endpoints. 
Different characteristics of a path can be introduced for the estimation of its 
shortness. W e shall call such a characteristic an order of a path. W e introduce 
three different notions of the order. 
Let v, v' G V. Then ui(v, v') denotes the weight of the shortest path with the 
end-nodes v and v'. Consider now a path p = (v,..., vj..., v') with the same 
end-nodes. Let u>(p) be the weight of p. The number 
can be considered as an order of a path p. If cu{p) coincides with the length X(p) 
then this number indicates how many superfluous links are contained in this path. 
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Note that oi(p) > 1. If oi(p) is a large number then the path p contains many 
superfluous links. 
Example 2.2.1 Let u)(p) coincides with the length l(p) of a path p. Let v, v' e V 
and let there exist the link (v,v'). Then u(v,v') = 1. W e can consider this link 
as a path. Let p = (v,v'). Then to(p) = 1 and o-\{p) = 1. Let px = (v,vi,v'), 
p2 = (v,vi,v2,v') and p-$ — (v,v1,v2,v3,v'), where Vi,v2,v3 are arbitrary nodes 
such that the corresponding paths exist. Then the order o"i(pi) of the path pi is 
2, the order of the path p2 is 3 and the order of the path p3 is 4. Assume now 
that the link (v,vr) does not exist but there are two links (v,u) and (u,v'). Then 
UJ(V, v') = X(v,v') = 2. The order o"i(p) of the path p = (v,v1,v2,v') is equal to 
3/2. 
The order 0\(p) is not suitable for the description of a situation, where only 
a certain part of the path contains superfluous links. 
Example 2.2.2 Again assume that the weight of a path coincides with the length 
of this path. Consider a path p = (vi,...,vt,vt+i, • • •,Vt+s), where (i>i,...,vt) is 
the shortest path between v 1 and vt and there is link (vt, vt+s). Then the shortest 
path between v\ and vt+s is (fi, •.., vt,Vt+s)- (See Fig. 1.) Then u>(vi,vt+s) = t 
t + s — 1 
and uj(p) = \(p) — t + s — 1 so ai(p) = . Assume that s is fixed. If 
t is a large enough number then o\(p) can be close to 1, and accordingly to the 
factor <Ti, the whole path p is good enough. However the sub-path (vt,. • • ,vt+s) 
contains many superfluous links. 
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Fig. 1 
In order to reflect the influence of the sub-paths to the quality of the path we 
can use the following construction. Consider a path 
P= (v1,v2,...,vt-i,vt) 
and all sub-paths Pij = (vi,...,vf) of this path. Let 
0-2 (p) = . max ffifoj) 
i=l,...,£— l,z<J<t 
The number 02(p) can be considered as another order of a path p. This order 
indicates the quality of the worst sub-path of the given path. If this number is 
large then the path contains some poor sub-paths. For the example above we 
have o2(p) = s, which is large if the number s is large. Let a path p have a form 
p=(vl,...,vi,...,vj,...vk) and p' = (vu ..., u,). Clearly o2(p) > o2{p'). 
In contrast with <xi(p), the number o2(p) does not reflect the quality of the 
whole path. W e can consider one of the numbers ox (p), o2 (p) or both of them 
for the estimation of the quality of a path and its sub-paths. Sometimes it is 
convenient to use a combination of orders &i(p) and cr2(p). A number 
*(?)= 2(cri(p) + cr2(p)) (2.2.1) 
also can be considered as an order of the path p, which reflects the influence the 
path itself and its sub-paths. In this work we will use only this characteristic. 
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The order o(p) of a path is a convenient tool for comparison of different paths of 
the same weight. 
Clearly the notion of order depends on the system of weights. 
W e shall consider only paths of fairly small orders for telecommunication 
networks. 
2.3 Examples 
In this section we calculate the orders of paths for some patterns of paths. We 
consider two kinds of weights. First, the weight of a path p is equal to the 
number of links in this path (the length \(p) ofthis path): w\{p) — A(p). Second, 
the weight of a paths is equal to the number of nodes (A(p) + 1) in this path : 
wa(p) = KP) + 1-
1. Consider the simplest possible case (except the trivial case where there is only 
two nodes), namely a path p with three nodes 1,2,3. This path has two links 
(1,2) and (2,3) (see Fig. 2 ). 
2 
Fig. 2 
Then cu^p) = 2, cu2(p) = 3. Assume that there exists a link (1,3). If we use 
the weight u/i then 
tri(p) = 2, o2(p) = 2, <r(p) = 2. 
Thus, we have only one superfluous link and the order is two times larger then 
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in the case where there is no superfluous links. If we use the weight UJ2 then 
01 (p) = 1-5 o-2{p) = 1.5, o(p) = 1.5. 
in such a case the growth of the order is not so large, so the the second system of 
weights give a softer system of orders. The difference between orders calculated 
in the two systems of weights becomes small for long paths. However we will 
use orders mainly for short paths. For these paths, the second system is more 
preferable and we use this system (the weight of a path is equal to the number 
of nodes on this path). 
It is easy to see that Examples 2- 8 describe all possible orders of paths for 
paths with 4 and 5 nodes. W e also present some examples of paths with 6 and 7 
nodes. 
2. We now turn to paths with four nodes. First consider the trivial case: the 
shortest path between links 1 and 4 (see Fig. 3 ). Assume that there are no links 
(1,3), (1,4) and (2,4). Then o^p) = o2(p) = o{p) = 1. 
Fig. 3 
3. Consider now the path p depicted at Fig. 4. 
2 
Fig. 4 
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Assume that there exists a link (1,3). Then oi(p) = 1.333. Consider a sub-path 
Pi — (1,2,3) of p. Since oi(pi) = 1.5, and o(p') < 1.5 for all sub-paths p' of p it 
follows that o2(p) = 1.5. Then o{p) = 1.417. 
4. Let p be the path depicted at Fig. 5. 
2 3 
1/ 
Fig. 5 
Assume that there exists a link (1,4). Then o-\(p) = 2. For each sub-path p' 
of p we have cr^j/) < 2, hence 02 (p) = 2 and 0(2?) = 2. 
5. We now turn to paths with 5 nodes. For the shortest path we have o\(p) = 
a2(p) = 1. Consider Fig.6. Assume that there exists a link (2,4) and there are 
no links (1,4), (1,5) and (2,4). Then for the shortest path p' = (1,2,4,5) with 
end-notes 1 and 5 we have co(p') = 4. For the path p depicted at Fig. 6 we have 
3 
1 2/ \4 5 
Fig. 6 
ai(p) = 1.250, o2(p) = 1.500 and o(p) = 1.375. 
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6. Consider Fig. 7. Let links (1,3) and (3,5) exist. 
1 2 
Fig. 7 
Then the shortest path with end notes 1 and 5 is (1,3,5). We have o\(p) = 1.666, 
o2(p) = 1.5, o(p) = 1.58. 
7. Let p\ be the path depicted in Fig.8. Assume that there exists a link (2,5). 
3 4 
2 
Fig. 8 
Then o1(p1) = 1.666, <r2(pi) = 0i(2,3,4,5) = 2, a(pi) - 1.83. 
8. The path p that is depicted in Fig 
assume that there exists a link (1,5). 
2 
1 / 4 < 
\ 5 
Fig. 9 
. 9 is the worst path with 5 nodes if we 
3 
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W e have o^p) = o2(p) = a(p) = 2.5. 
Note that 0i(pi) = o1 (p), where pi is the path from Example 7. However 
0-(pi) < 0-(p). 
9. We now consider some examples of paths with 6 nodes. Consider the path p 
with 6 nodes depicted in Fig. 10. 
3 
Fig. 10 
Assume that only links that are shown at Fig. 10 and also the link (2,4) exist. 
Then oi(p) = 1.2, cr2(p) = 1.5, hence o(p) = 1.35. 
10. Let p be the path depicted in Fig. 11. 
2 4 
Fig. 11 
Assume that only links that are shown in Fig. 11 and also the links (1,3) and 
(3,5) exist. Then o\(p) = 1.50, 02(p) = 1.66 (this easily follows from Example 
6), hence er(p) = 1.58. 
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11. Consider Fig. 12. Assume that links (1,4) and (4,6) exist. Then ox(p) = 
02 (p) = 2. 
2 
1/ 
Fig. 12 
12. Consider the path px depicted in Fig. 13. Let a link (1,5) exist. Then 
0i(pi) = 2, 02(pi) = 2.5, 0-(px) = 2.25. Let p be the path from Example 11. 
Then 0i(p) = 0"i(pi) = 2, however p is better than px since o(p) < o(p\). 
Fig. 13 
13. Let p be the path depicted in Fig. 14. Let a link (1,6) exist. Then 
0i (p) = 0-2 (p) = 3. 
/ / 5 
1 / / 
/ 6X 
Fig. 14 . 
14. Let us turn to paths with 7 nodes. Consider Fig. 15. Assume that there exists 
a link (1,3) and (3,4,5,6, 7) is the shortest path with end-nodes 3 and 7. 
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2 
Then 0-i(p) = 1.177, o2(i 
15. Consider the path p 
1 
Fig. 16 
Assume that there exists a link (1,3) and (3,4,5, 6,7) is the shortest path between 
3 and 7. Then o^p) = 1.167, o2(p) = 2, o(p) = 1.584. 
16. Consider the path p depicted in Fig. 17. Assume that only links that are 
shown in Fig.17 and also the links (1,3) and (3,5) exist. 
Fig.17 
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Fig. 15 
>) = 1.5, o(p) = 1.338. 
depicted in Fig. 16. 
Then 0X(p) = 1.4, o2(p) = 0i(l,2,3,4,5) = 1.66, o(p) = 1.53. 
17. Consider the path depicted in Fig. 18. Assume that only links that are 
shown in Fig. 18 and also link (2,6) exist. 
4 
1 2/ \g
 ? 
Fig. 18 
Then ox(p) = 1.75, 02(p) = 2.5, 0P = 2.125 
18. Consider the path depicted in Fig. 19. Assume that there exists a link (1,7). 
Fig. 19 
Then ot(p) = o2(p) = o(p) = 3.5. 
2.4 Notation 
Consider a graph G = (V,E). Then P(G) denotes the set of all paths of this 
graph. In this work we shall consider only some subsets of the set P(G) of all 
paths, in particular, the set of working paths. W e also consider sets of the paths 
of a certain order. W e consider only subsets which contain paths with end-nodes 
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v, v' for arbitrary v, v' e V. Assume that a set P*(G) of paths is given. Then we 
shall use the following notation: 
Let i e V. Then 
P*{G) is the set of p e P*(G) going through i; 
Let (k, I) € E. Then 
Pk,AG) is tne set of all paths p e P*(G), which contain the link (k, I); (see Fig. 
20) 
Fig. 20 
Let i, j E V. Then P*(i, j; G) is the set of all paths p <E P*(G) with the end -
nodes i and j. (See Fig. 21) 
Fig. 21 
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Chapter 3 
Mathematical models for 
reconfiguration of failures 
3.1 The description of the model 
In this thesis we assume that there are three types of Service Level Agreements, 
for gold, silver and bronze customers. (In other words, we consider the Olympic 
service.) W e can characterize these levels as follows: 
• gold customers: the minimum breakdown time tg is very small. If the 
breakdown is greater than tg, the provider must pay a big penalty; 
• silver customers: the minimum breakdown time is greater than for gold 
customers and the penalty is smaller; 
• bronze customers: breakdowns for bronze customers are not very sensitive, 
there is no penalty for breakdowns; however, the prolonged breakdowns 
may push some customers to change their provider; there is also a lost of 
profit because of breakdowns. It can be considered as a certain implicit 
penalty. 
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W e shall use the following notations: g for gold, s for silver and 6 for bronze. The 
symbol 7 below can be equal either 0 or s or b. 
The model under consideration is described by means of a graph G = (V, E). 
The model is defined by the following parameters: 
1) Capacity ck>i is given for each link (k, I) G E. 
2) Origin-Destinations (ODs) traffic demands (requirements) rjp 7 = g,s,b 
are given for each pair of nodes i G V, j G V, i 7^  j. 
We shall study traffics generated by a graph G. A traffic consists of flows, which 
are variables in this model. A flow xp with p G P(G) describes the amount of 
information, which is transmitted trough a path p. Clearly xp > 0. The following 
simple observation will be useful in this work. Let p = (v,..., z,..., j,..., v') be 
a path. Consider a sub-path px = (i,..., j) of the path p. Then xPl > xp. 
Definition 3.1.1 The traffic (XP)P£P(G) is called feasible if 
Y, (x9p + xsp + xhp) < ckl for all (k, I) G E. (3.1.1) 
pe-Pfc,KG) 
In this thesis we consider mathematical models for reconfiguration of failures. In 
order to use these models we need to know: 
1) The description of the network (graph G = (V, E)), capacities (ckj), (k, I) G 
E and requirements r]j, 7 = g,s,b, (i,j) G V x V, i ^  j, conditions of 
SLA. 
2) The priority (existing before the failure) traffic (XP)P6P„(G), which is feasible. 
Here P*(G) is a certain subset of the set P(G) of all paths generated by 
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G (the set of working paths). W e also assume that the priority traffic 
{xP)P£P*(G) provides the O D s traffic demands. This means that 
E ^>r%, £ x;>rj, £ xj>r*. M G V. 
PeP*{i,j;G) peP*{i,j;G) p£P(i,j;G) 
(3.1.2) 
3) The description of the failure. (For example, if a link is broken, then the 
part of the capacity that still can be used is known as well as the time that 
is required for the repairing of this link.) 
We mainly consider the case where some links are broken. Some modifications 
of the developed models for the case where nodes are broken, or both links and 
nodes are broken also will be considered. 
W e consider two different approaches to the analysis of failures. One of them 
does not use the notion of a penalty. The other is based on penalization. 
3.2 Reconfiguration of failures without penal-
ization 
3.2.1 Modelling of reconfiguration by a system of linear 
inequalities 
Consider the situation, where the links (ki,h), • • • ,{ka,la) are broken. This 
means that the capacity of the link (kp,Tp), (8 = 1,... , a) becomes less than 
the original capacity ck j• . W e denote the new capacity by dj. ^ . Thus, the 
inequality d^
 T < ck0j0 holds. W e also will use the notation c'kl = ck,i for 
(k, I) y£ (kp, Ip) with 8 = 1,..., a. The question arises how to reconfigure the 
existing traffic in order to keep all existing O D s traffic demands or at least to 
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minimize the damage. One of the ways to do this is to find a solution to the 
following system of inequalities: 
E x1> E ^ ij£V,i^j j = g,s,b; (3.2.1) 
peP*(i,j;G) peP*(i,j;G) 
£ xgp + xsp + xbp<ck!l, {k,l)EE; (3.2.2) 
peP*(k,l)(G) 
x],>0, -y = g,s,b. (3.2.3) 
It is assumed here for the sake of simplicity that we consider the same set P*(G) 
of paths for gold, silver and bronze customers. If this system has a solution 
{x1)peP"(i,j;G);j=g,s,b, one can consider this solution as a replacement of the broken 
traffic (xp). Indeed, due to (3.2.2) the new traffic x^ is feasible. It follows from 
(3.1.2) and (3.2.1) that the new traffic provides the O D s traffic demands. 
The simplest way to solve the system (3.2.1) - (3.2.3) is to solve a linear 
programming problem, for which this system describes the set of feasible elements. 
Some possible objective functions for such problems will be discussed in Section 
3.4 
When designing a network, possible failures should be taken into account. So 
if the requirements are modest we can assume that in the priority traffic there is 
an extra m % capacity on each link for emergency use. For example, if the failure 
is not very large, the system (3.2.1) - (3.2.3) can have a solution. 
Thus, the first step that should be done for reconfiguration is to solve the 
system (3.2.1) - (3.2.3) using the linear programming technique. 
However if the requirements are large and/or the failure is also large, it is 
possiblr that the system (3.2.1) - (3.2.3) has no solutions. In such a case we 
are forced to change the traffic conditions in order to get a new system that has 
solutions. 
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3.3 Changing traffic conditions 
We discuss two different ways for changing the traffic conditions. First, we can 
extend the set of feasible paths. For example, if P*(G) is the set of all paths p 
of the order o(p) < cu, we can add to P*(G) some paths of a higher order. It is 
not beneficial to use paths of high orders for all customers, so we can take into 
account these paths only for gold customers, which are of a high priority. W e can 
add some new paths also for silver customers, it depends on the SLA. In general 
we can exploit different sets of paths for gold, silver and bronze customers. These 
sets are denoted by P*'9(G), P*'S(G) and P*'b(G) respectively. Thus instead of 
(3.2.1) we have the following system: 
E x9P> E x9P> ijev,i?j 
PeP*<9(i,j;G) peP*(i,j;G) 
Y XP^ E *P> ijEVi^j 
peP*>s(i,j;G) p£P*(i,j;G) 
E xl> E 4> M'ev,t=^\ 
PeP*'b(i,j;G) PeP*(i,j;G) 
Then we solve a problem of linear programming with a feasible set described by 
the system: 
E XP^ E x% iJ£V,i^j- (3.3.1) 
peP*<9(i,j;G) peP*(i,j;G) 
E 4> E xr hJ£V,i^j; (3.3.2) 
PeP*,*{i,j;G) peP*{i,y,G) 
E xl^ E *J» i,jeV,i^f (3.3.3) 
peP*'b(i,j;G) peP*{i,j\G) 
E X9P+ E X$P+ E <<^ {k,l)EE- (3.3.4) 
P^<M)( G ) P € P ( W ) ^ P ^ W C S ) 
^ > 0 , (i;eP*'7(G) (l = 9,s,b) (3.3.5) 
Another way to change the system (3.2.1) - (3.2.3) is to reduce the require-
ments to bronze customers and, if it is necessarily due to the SLA, to silver 
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customers and even for gold customers. Then we get a new system that can have 
a solution. In other words, we reduce some of the ODs demands for some kinds 
of customers. 
W e consider both of the above mentioned approaches together. Thus instead 
of requirements r]tj (or EPep*,7(iJ;G) xlj we shall consider quantities f/j, such that 
?lj < r?j. So, we replace the system (3.2.1) -(3.2.3) with the following: 
E x9P>H,v i,jEV,i^j; (3.3.6) 
peP*-9(i,j;G) 
Y XP>KP hJ^V,i^j; (3.3.7) 
PeP*'s(i,j;G) 
Y X 1 ^ 4 P iJtVJ^j; (3.3.8) 
p£P*>b(i,j;G) 
E x9P+ E X P + E xbP<c'k,i, (k,l)eE (3.3.9) 
PeP*'S(k,i)(G) PeP*>s(k,i)(G) peP*>b{k,i){G) 
x9p>0, ( x ^ P ( G ) ) f = g,8,b. (3.3.10) 
The choice of reduced ODs traffic demands depends on the Service Level Agree-
ments. A good strategy is to prepare some scenarios for the reduction of traffic 
demands in the case of failure before the failure occurs. Such a scenario should de-
pend on the set of broken links, the size of failure, etc. Models that are described 
in this chapter can be used for this purpose. 
Using the system of constraints (3.3.6) - (3.3.10) with a certain linear objective 
function L(x9,xs,xb) we obtain the following linear programming problem: 
Problem A{G) 
optimize L(x9,xs,xb) subject to constraints (3.3.6)- (3.3.10). 
The problem A(G) does not depend on the priority traffic and can lead to 
some unnecessary changes of this traffic. This is a drawback of this approach. 
W e shall try to address it in Chapter 4. 
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Problem A(G) depends on the following parameters: reduced ODs traffic 
demands f9^, fsiyj and rb{j and sets of paths P*'9, P*'s and P*-b. The choice of 
these parameters is a difficult problem. W e present here only some preliminary 
results. 
Thus, we have two questions: 
1) For which customers do we need to reduce ODs traffic demands and what 
amount of demands should be reduced? 
2) Which paths should be added? 
We can use the following approach to find an answer for the first question. If a 
linear programming problem is unfeasible, a LP solver (in particular, the CPLEX 
package) indicates the reason for this. As a rule, the solver sends a message, 
which indicates that either: 
1) Certain primal or dual variables are unfeasible or 
2) There are some of unfeasible constraints. 
In the first case we can reduce ODs traffic demands related to indicated vari-
ables. In the second case one of constraints is the capacity of a certain link (con-
straint with the sign <), the other is the requirement for a certain pair of nodes 
(constraint with the sign >). The latter can be reduced to a certain amount. 
Then we can repeat the procedure. Numerical experiments show that this 
procedure is not always efficient. It works better if we have a large enough 
supply of additional paths. 
We now turn to the second question, "which paths should be added"? We 
can first add paths, which contain "immediate neighbors" of the broken link. 
For the link (kj), the immediate neighbors have the form p = (k,u,l). Then 
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instead of a path p = (v, ...,k,l,..., v') we shall include paths of the form p' = 
{v,...,k,u,l,..., v'). The order o(p') is not very high, if the order of p is small 
enough. In the worst case, when A(p) = 1 (we assume that the weight is equal to 
the length), that is p has the form p = (k, I), p' has the form p' = (k, u, I). Then 
o(p) = 1 and o(p') = 2. If such paths could not provide ODs traffic demands, we 
can add more paths with a small enough order only for gold and, perhaps, silver 
customers. 
W e can reduce the discussed question (how to determine the set of paths) to 
the choice of the order o of paths: 
Let PWiCT be the set of all paths p with w(p) — OJ and o(p) < o. For each 
7 = g, s, b and each u consider the number 0(7,0;) and the set PWiff(7(W). Then 
for each 7 = 0, s, b we choose the following set of paths 
^*'
7
 = U^(7JA)-
7 
If the cost Cp of the transmission of information along paths p is known, we 
can use the following approach. Consider large enough sets P*(G) of paths and 
consider a linear programming problem: 
minimize Y CP(XP + xp + xp) 
peP*(G) 
subject to constraints (3.3.6)- (3.3.10). (Compare with the problem AX(G) be-
low.) 
If the set P*(G) is large enough (for example, coincides with the set of all 
paths P(G)) than solving this problem will automatically lead to the choice of 
paths, which provide the cheapest transmission of information subject to (possibly 
reduced) ODs traffic demands. However, if the set P*(G) is large enough, the 
dimension of the problem A(G) becomes so large that this problem can not be 
solved fast enough, so this approach is unacceptable. Alternatively, there is a 
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clear correlation between the cost and the order of a path especially if the weight 
of each path coincides with its cost. 
3.4 Reconfiguration of failures without 
penalization. Continuation 
In this section we discuss objective functions of linear programming problems 
that can be used for reconfigurations without penalization. W e set these prob-
lems having in mind that new requirements fy and new sets of paths P*'7 axe 
considered, that is we use constraints (3.3.6)- (3.3.10). The same objective func-
tions can be used also for the initial system (3.2.1) - (3.2.3). First we should 
check that (3.2.1) - (3.2.3) has a solution. W e need to consider more complicated 
systems (3.3.6)- (3.3.10) only if a solution for (3.2.1)- (3.2.3) does not exist. 
Our first attempt was to reduce the number of constraints in (3.3.6)- (3.3.10) 
and consider only the part of the system described by these constraints. W e 
describe this attempt below. 
3.4.1 Linear programming problems with constraints only 
for gold customers 
If the cost Cp of the transmission of information along a path p is given, we 
can minimize the total cost of the traffic. If the orders of paths from P*(G) 
are high, many paths with superfluous links can be included for reconfiguration 
of the network. This situation can be acceptable only for gold (and perhaps, 
silver) customers. Since we need to guarantee firstly the O D s traffic demands for 
gold clients, we shall keep only the following equation (instead of the inequality 
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(3.3.1)): 
E xp = E x% M'eV (3.4.1) 
p£P*{i,j;G) p£P*{i,j-G 
and omit the corresponding inequalities (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) for silver and bronze 
clients. Instead we will maximize the total flow for these clients. Thus we can 
maximize: 
E XP+ E 4 (3-4.2) 
peP*'a pep*t 
subject to constraints (3.3.1), (3.2.2) and (3.2.3). To underline the difference 
between silver and bronze customers it is better to consider the following objective 
function (instead of (3.4.2)): 
flS
 E XP+ E < (3-4-3) 
peP*>s
 PeP*,b 
where as is a fairly large number. Then a solution of the corresponding linear 
programming problem will be more preferable fot silver customers. 
Unfortunately, numerical experiments show that the suggested approach leads 
to non satisfactory results. To explain this, we need to recall that, as the rule, a 
solution vector of a linear programming problem contains many zeroes. Since we 
do not require that constraints (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) hold, we could not guarantee 
that optimal traffic corresponding to the discussed problem will contain a nonzero 
flow for each pair O D , so many customers will not receive the opportunity to use 
the network. 
3.4.2 Linear programming problems based on the cost 
We now come back to the system (3.3.1),(3.3.2), (3.3.3). If we take into account 
the cost of the transmission of information through a path then the choice of 
paths can be done through a solution of the linear programming problem A(G) 
with a special objective function L(x9, xs, xb). 
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First we consider objective functions that are based on the cost. 
Let Cp be the cost of transmission of a unit of information along a path p. 
Note that this cost does not depend on the level of a service, that is, it is the 
same for the transmission of gold, silver and bronze information. Let P*'9(G), 
P*'S(G), P*,b(G) be sets of working paths for gold, silver and bronze customers, 
respectively. For each traffic flow (x9, xp, xp) its cost coincides with 
L(xj,x;,xj)= Y CPX9P+ E CPXP+ E CPXP- (3-4.4) 
pgP*,s(G) peP*>s(G) p€P*>b(G) 
W e can consider the function L defined by (3.4.4) as the objective function of the 
problem A(G). Then we have the following problem Ax(G): 
Problem AX(G) 
Minimize 
L(x9p,xsp,xbp) = Y °PX9P+ E CPXP+ E CPXP 
PeP*<s(G) P<=P*'S(G) PeP*'b(G) 
subject to 
Y x9p>r{p hJeV; (3.4.5) 
p€P*<9(i,j;G) 
Y xP>rt,p U € V ; (3.4.6) 
pZP*<°(i,y,G) 
Y xbp>flr i . i ^ ; (3.4.7) 
peP*'b(i,j;G) 
Y X9P+ E XP+ E xl<c'^ ( M ) ^ (3-4.8) 
p€P*'9(k,l)(G) peP*'s(k,l)(G) p£P*<b(k,l)(G) 
x; > 0, (x; G P*'9(G)))); 7 = 9,5, b (3.4.9) 
First w e need to solve this problem for f J = rj. If a solution does not exist then 
we need to reduce requirements. 
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3.4.3 Linear programming problems based on the cost 
(continuation) 
We now consider another linear programming model with the cost coefficients. 
Assume that the cost Ck,i of the transmission of information through a link 
(k, I) is given for all (k, I) G E. For each traffic flow (xp)pep* we can consider the 
total traffic yk,i transmitted through link (k,l) G E: 
Vk,i= Y (xgp + xsp + xbp). (3.4.10) 
Then the total cost of the traffic {xp)pep* is equal to 
Y Ck,Wk,i 
(k,i)eE 
and the constraints (3.2.2) can be rewritten as 
yu < <£,,. (3-4.ii) 
Thus we have the following problem: 
Problem A2(G) 
minimize Y ^kiVk,i (3.4.12) 
{k,l)eE 
subject to 
Y xl>rlp i,JeV,i^j; (3.4.13) 
p€P*'9(i,j;G) 
Y xP^Kr hJZVii^r, (3-4-14) 
peP*>s(i,y,G) 
Y xbp>rbj, i,jeV,i?j; (3.4.15) 
p€P*>b(ij\G) 
Y x9P+ E xi+ E 4 = y* (MeP (3.4.16) 
peP*-»(fc,i)(G)
 PGP*'*(fc,i)(G) PeP*>6(fc,0(G) 
yk,i<c'k>l, (k,l)EE (3.4.17) 
X;>0, (x;eP*'9(G)); 7 = ^,5,6 (3.4.18) 
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3.4.4 Maximization of the weighted total flow 
Since the provider should pay penalties for violating of the SLA, another opti-
mization problem can be of interest. Instead of minimizing the cost, the provider 
m a y wish to maximize the weighted flow between all O D pairs. Then we have 
the following problem 
Problem A3(G) 
E [ E /?*?+ E /£*;+ E Pbpxp) 
,jeV,i& \p€P*'9(i,j;G) peP*'*{i,y,G) p<EP*<b(i,j;G) / 
(3.4.19) 
maximize 
subject to 
Y x9p = ?ly i,jeV,i?j; (3.4.20) 
peP*'9(i,j;G) 
Y xp = rld, i,jeV,i^j; (3.4.21) 
p£P*>s(i,y,G) 
Y xbp = fl, i,jeV,i^j; (3.4.22) 
peP*'b(i,j;G) 
Y xl+ E XP+ E *£<<4,i> (M)e^ (3.4.23) 
PeP*>9(k,l)(G) PeP*>s(k,l)(G) PeP*.b(k,l)(G) 
x9p > 0, (p<E P*'9(G); (3.4.24) 
z j > 0 , p G P * ' s ( G ) ; (3.4.25) 
xbp>0, peP*'b(G). (3.4.26) 
Here coefficients {51 reflect the importance of corresponding flows for an O D (i, j). 
W e present here one of the possible ways for calculating 82,. W e need the following 
notation: Consider an O D pair (i, j) with i ^  j. Then 
• s7 is the maximum allowed failure time for a pair (i,j) and a service 7, 
mentioned in the SLA. 
• r is the measured failure time. 
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• Cp is cost of the transmission of the unit of information through the path 
P-
Assume that si > r. Let p G P*^(i,j;G). Clearly the coefficient 8p should 
increase if si - r decrease and if Cp decrease. In the simplest case we can accept 
that: 
u> 
pp
 cP(si-ry 
where u1 is a weighting factor. 
3.5 Reconfiguration of failures which is based 
on penalization 
Another approach to reconfiguration is based on solving optimization problems 
with different types of objective functions: minimization of penalty that should 
be paid for the breakdown of the network. 
Let P*'7 be the set of paths that are in use for customers with service 7 = 
0, s, b. Assume that a traffic X — (x^)pep*n(G), 7 = 0, s, b is given. If 
Z^ Xp < Tiy 
peP*^{i,j) 
then the provider must pay the customer that is placed at nodes i and/or j the 
sum: 
^M- E xD- (3-s-i) 
PeP*^(i,j) 
Here iri is the penalty coefficient, which assumed to be known: TT! expresses the 
penalty that should be paid for the unit of service that has not been carried out. 
Then the quantity (3.5.1) expresses the total penalty. Penalty coefficients can 
be calculated by using Service Level Agreements for gold and silver customers. 
W e need to have them also for bronze customers. In the simplest case we can 
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assume that 7r^  = 0 for all i, j. However, if the provider wants to keep bronze 
customers, then these customers should be satisfied with the service, so positive 
penalty coefficients should be considered also for bronze customers. 
In the view of the SLAs, penalty coefficients depend on the time of the break-
down. Let si be the maximum allowed failure time for an O D pair (i,j) and a 
service 7 mentioned in the SLA and let r be a measured failure time. Assume 
that r > si. Then penalty coefficients %1 depends on the difference r — si and 
increase if this difference increase. If r < si, then the provider does not need 
to pay a penalty. However, the aim of the provider is to maximize the difference 
si — r, so an artificial penalty coefficient can be considered in this case that 
increases when s?, — r decreases. 
The total penalty for the traffic X = {xpy)pep*n(G), 7 = 9,s, & is equal to: 
F(X)=(Y E «1M- E xlp)+\ (3-5-2) 
\y=9,s,b (i,j)evxv,ift peP*.T(i,j) / 
where a+ is the positive part of the number a: a+ = max(a, 0). Indeed, if the 
difference rl - £pep*,7(i,j) x^ is positive then a penalty must be paid; if this 
difference is non-positive, then there are no penalties. The goal of the provider 
is to minimize F(X) subject to constraints (3.3.6)-(3.3.10). 
The objective function F is nonlinear since (3.5.2) contains a nonlinear op-
eration + of taking the maximum between two numbers. However the problem 
under consideration can be reduced to a linear programming problem. For this 
purpose we introduce new variables tl and consider the following problem: 
Problem B(G) 
mm Y E *¥h (3-5-3) 
y=g,s,b(i,j)eVxV,i^j 
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subject to 
t^ > rl - Y xl> i,jeV,i^ j, 7 = o,
 s, 6; (3.5.4) 
PeP*'-y(i,j 
tl>0, i,jeV, i^j, 7 = 5,5,6. (3.5.5) 
Y x9p>riy i,J^V,i^j- (3.5.6) 
peP*<9(i,j;G) 
Y xP^rly hjeV,i^j; (3.5.7) 
peP*<s(i,j;G) 
Y xl^rlp hJ£V,i^j; (3.5.8) 
peP*<b(i,j;G) 
E 4+ E XP+ E xp<c'k,i, (k,l)EE (3.5.9) 
P€P*.»(*,i)(G) PeP*.«(fc>i)(G) peP*.fc(fc,0(G) 
^>0,«e^(G)) 7 = </,*,& (3.5.10) 
Since the system of two inequalities 
*S ^ r5 - E XP ^d tJ > 0 
PeP*(i,j) 
is equivalent to the inequality 
Hi ^ [ rij ~ 2—i xp 
PeP*(i,j 
it follows that the linear program (3.5.3) - (3.5.10) (Problem B(G)) is equivalent 
to the minimization of the objective function F subject to constraints (3.3.6)-
(3.3.10). 
Remark 3.5.1 Minimization of penalties can lead to a very large reduction of re-
quirements for bronze customers. So the following constraints also can be added: 
rjj > fl, i,j EV,iy£ j, 7 = o, s, 6. (3.5.11) 
Here fl indicates the lower level of service. For the sake of simplicity we assume 
that these constraints are not in use in the rest of this chapter. 
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R e m a r k 3.5.2 Lettjj, a;7 be a solution of the problem B(G). Since nl is positive 
for all (i,j) and 7 it follows that the equality holds in (3.54). In other words 
%j = rlj ~ Y xl» *» 3 e V, 7 = g, s, b. 
peP*>~/(i,j 
This means £?• the difference between requirements and the provided service for 
the ^ -customers, if this difference is positive, for a pair of vertices (i,j). 
There are two groups of variables in Problem B(G). The first group contains 
variables rr7,, the second group contains variables tl. The number of variables 
from the second group does not exceed (3/2)k(k — 1), where k is the dimension 
of the set of vertices V and can be less if silver and/or gold flows are not used for 
some pairs of O D (i, j). This number is greater than or equal to (l/2)k(k — 1). 
Note that Problem A(G) has only variables from the first group. If A; is a large 
enough number, the dimension of B(G) can be much larger than the dimension 
of A(G). 
To apply the proposed approach, we need to answer only one question: how 
to determine the sets of paths (which can be different for gold, silver and bronze 
customers) involved in the description of Problem B(G)1 W e can use the same 
method as in the case of Problem A(G). The other question, which arose in 
the study of Problem A(G): for which customers we need to reduce O D s traffic 
demands and what amount of these demands should be reduced, does not appear 
for Problem B(G). Indeed, let (^z7) be a solution of this problem. Then 
fjj = rl - flj, fbj is the reduced requirements. If £?• = 0 then the corresponding 
O D demands are not reduced. This is a great advantage of the proposed approach 
with penalization: if we are not able to satisfy all customers then the diminishing 
traffic demands can be done automatically. 
If the cost Cp of the transmission of information along paths p is known 
we can consider a general problem of minimization of the expenditures on the 
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transmission of information in the case of failure. These expenditures include 
both the cost of transmission of information and penalties. Thus we have the 
following problem C(G): 
Problem C(G). 
™ Y E *&h + E E cpX; (3.5.12) 
-y=g,s,b (i,i)eVxV,i^i
 7=P)S)fepep.,7(Gr) 
subject to constraints (3.5.4)-(3.5.10). 
The objective function (3.5.12) describes the total expenditures for the traffic 
(x9, xsp, xbp), so a solution of problem C(G) gives the cheapest traffic. 
The problem C(G) can lead to a larger reduce of requirements than problem 
B(G), so the constraints 
r]j > fj, i, j eV,ij£ j, 7 = g,s,b 
(see Remark 3.5.1) should be added to the system (3.5.4)-(3.5.10). 
The choice between B(G) and C(G) depends on the provider. Both problems 
B(G) and C{G) can be used for the preparation of scenarios of reconfiguration 
of possible failures. 
The optimization problems which were described in this and previous sections 
are of a very high dimension. Indeed the dimension K of problem A(G) coincides 
with the number of paths which are involved in the reconfiguration, and the 
dimension of problem B(G) is greater than or equal to K + (l/2)k(k — 1). There 
are different ways the reduce the dimensions of these problems. At first glance, we 
can exclude paths which contain links (k, I), for which the feasibility inequalities 
holds as the equalities: 
E (x9p + xsp + xbp) = ckl. 
pePfcVG) 
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This drastically diminishes the number of paths. However, it is quite possible 
that feasible reconfigurations include exactly this kind of paths, since they can 
require redistribution of flows passing also with links with the zero residual. The 
different approach is based on the consideration of subgraphs of the given graph. 
This approach leads to reconfigurations, which have as small as possible effect 
on the priority traffic that was not affected by the original failure. This point is 
crucial for reconfiguration. W e discuss it in detail in Chapter 4. 
3.6 Reconfiguration in the case of nodes failure 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that only one node is broken. This node is 
denoted by v. As the result of failure the note v has the reduced capacity cv. Let 
Ev be the set of links with one of the end-nodes equal to v. Since the capacity 
of v is reduced, the capacity of each link (v, u) with (v, u) G E should be also 
reduced. Let c ^ be a new capacity. Then the following inequalities hold: 
(*) Cv,u < cV}U, (v,u) G Ev\ 
(**) 2J(v,u)eEv cv,u S Cv 
We can consider numbers cVjU as new variables. Then for each problem that we 
discussed in previous sections of this chapter, we can consider its version that can 
be used for the examination of the case under consideration. For this version we 
need to add new nonnegative variables cv>u ((v,u) G Ev) for which (i) and (ii) 
hold. 
W e only consider the corresponding version C(G) of the problem C(G). 
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Problem C(G). 
min
 E E 4A+ E E CPXI (3-6.1) 
J=g,s,b (i,i)eVxV,i^j -y=9,s,bpeP*,-r(G) 
subject to 
*7j>^-- E XP> 7 = ^,5,6; (3.6.2) 
peP*.T(i,j 
$ > 0, «, j G V, i ^ j, 7 = o, s, 6. (3.6.3) 
E x9P>rli, i,jeVi?j; (3.6.4) 
p<EP*'9(i,i;G) 
Y xp>riv iJeVi^j; (3.6.5) 
p£P*<s(i,j;G) 
Y xbP>rh> ».ieV,!^i; (3.6.6) 
peP"'b{i,i;G) 
Y 4+ Y XP+ E *J^c*.». (k,l)eE\Ev (3.6.7) 
p6P*>9(fc,0(G) peP*-s(fc,0(G) peP*.h(fc-0(G) 
E ^P+ E XP+ E ^<CM, («,«)€£„ (3.6.8) 
p€P*'S(v,u)(G) peP*'s(v,u)(G) peP*.fr(v,u)(G) 
c„,u < cVrU (v, u) G E„ (3.6.9) 
Y ~cvv < Cv (3.6.10) 
(v,u)eEv 
x9p > 0, (a;7 G P*'7(G)) 7 = 5,5,6 (3.6.11) 
c„,u>0, («,«)€£„. (3.6.12) 
Versions of problem C(G) with both broken links and broken nodes can be 
easily described. 
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3.7 Numerical experiments 
For numerical experiments we chose a small graph with 10 vertices and 14 arcs 
(see Fig. 22) 
This graph generates 382 paths. See Appendix (Subsection 6.2.2 and Subsec-
tion 6.2.3) for the description of these paths. 
W e consider priority traffic x(p), which includes only paths p G P*(G), where 
P*(G) is the set of all paths with the order o(p) < 1.4. (For calculation of o we 
use weights uj(p) equal to A(p) + 1, see Section 2.3.) The capacity of each link 
can be found in Table 6.1. 
The total amount of O D s traffic demand is equal to 775 units for bronze cus-
tomers, 80 units for silver customers and 55 units for gold customers. The silver 
(gold) flows mainly have the node 2 (node 3 respectively) as one of their ends, 
so the link (2,3) is important for transmission of the silver and gold information 
as well as for bronze information; more precisely, 21.3% of bronze information, 
2 5 % of silver information and 36.3% of gold information goes through this link. 
W e assume that there is no residual capacity for this link, that is the inequality, 
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which defines feasibility, holds as the equality: 
Y {x9p + xp + xbp) = c2,3. 
peP2*3(G) 
W e assume that exactly this link is broken. Priority traffic appears as the result 
of many independent events so its optimization is not always possible. Different 
criteria can be used for optimization, so if this traffic is even optimal in the 
sense of a certain criterium, it can be improved in the sense of another criterium 
. So we still have some chance to restore the traffic. In our experiments the 
traffic can be completely restored with the same set of paths, if the capacity of 
the link (2,3) is reduced to 47%. Linear programming problems with the set of 
feasible elements that is described by the system (3.3.1) - (3.3.5) can be used 
for restoration. Different objective functions of these problems lead to different 
patterns of the restored traffic. 
If the link (2,3) is completely broken, we could not restore the traffic with the 
same supply of paths. W e use both the approach without penalization and with 
penalization in such a situation. Some numerical experiments were undertaken. 
These experiments led to similar conclusions so we only report the results one of 
them. 
Approach without penalization We reduced ODs requirements for some bronze 
customers and added more paths. This can be done in different ways. W e use 
paths of different weights UJ and order o. (We assume that the weight u)(p) of 
a path is equal to the number of nodes of p, see Section 2.3 for details.) W e 
use the numbering of paths from Table ?? (see the Appendix). In particular we 
added 10 more paths only for gold customers: 6 of them (paths p with numbers 
23,24,33,37,41,42) are of weight cu(p) = 3 and the order o(p) = 1.5 and 4 of 
them (paths p with numbers 80,81,89,91) of the weight oj(p) = 4 and the order 
o(p) = 1.417. Note that o(p) = 1.417 is the least order of paths with uj(p) which 
are not the shortest paths, see Section 2.3. In this case we can keep the priority 
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traffic for all gold customers and all silver customers, except the silver flow be-
tween endpoints of the broken link (5 units). W e also reduce O D s requirements 
for bronze customers only for 6 flows (see Table 3.1). The total amount of reduced 
flows for bronze customers is equal to 95 units. Different O D s requirements can 
be reduced instead of the mentioned ones. 
Table 3.1: Given requirements and reduced requirements for bronze customers: 
Approach without penalization 
flows 
Given 
Reduced 
(2,3) 
20 
0 
(3,5) 
10 
0 
(3,6) 
15 
0 
(3,9) 
10 
5 
(5,8) 
40 
20 
(5,10) 
45 
25 
Approach with penalization W e consider 7 different groups of paths. Each of 
these groups can be used either for a certain kind customer or for all customers. 
W e extend the existing set of paths P*(G) for a certain kind of customer by 
adding either one of these groups or the union of some of these groups. Note that 
we cannot consider extensions of P*(G) which contain paths going through the 
broken link (2,3). W e now give the description of the groups under consideration. 
(See Subsection 6.2.3 for the numbering of paths.) 
Group 1 (Grx): paths 23,24,33,37,41 and 42 are only for gold customers. This 
group includes immediate neighbors of the broken link (there are two such paths: 
24 and 33) and some other paths with the length A = 2 (cu := A + 1 = 3) and 
order a = 1.5. Note that o = 1.5 is the least order of paths p with the u(p) = 3 
that are not shortest paths. (See Section 2.3.) Recall that the set P*(G) contains 
all paths p with o(p) < 1.4. 
G r o u p 2 (Gr2): paths 81 and 91 are only for gold customers. This group includes 
two paths of length A = 3 (u = 4) and order o = 1.415. It easily follows from the 
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results of Section 2.3 that o = 1.415 is the least order of paths p with uj(p) = 4 
such that 0(p) > 1.4. (All paths p with o(p) < 1.4 have already been included in 
P*(G).) 
Group 3 (Gr3): paths 80 and 89 are only for gold customers. This group contains 
two more paths of length A = 3 (UJ = 4) and order o = 1.415. 
Group 4 (Gr4): immediate neighbors (i.e. paths 24 and 33) of the broken link 
and also path 33 for bronze and silver customers. (These paths have been used 
in Group 1 for gold customers only.) 
Group 5 (Gr5): all paths with the length A = 2 (CJ = 3) and order o = 1.5, 
which are not contained in Group 1 and do not contain the broken link (2,3). 
This group consists of paths 20,31,32,45 and 51. 
Group 6 (Gr6): paths 96,105,114,118, and 119. This group includes some paths 
with the length A = 3 (CJ = 4) and order o = 1.415. 
Group 7 {Gr7): this group includes the path 122 of the length A = 3 (CJ = 4) 
and order o — 1.415, the path 152 of the length A = 4 (UJ = 5) and order o — 1.66 
and the path 161 of the length A = 4 (UJ = 5) and order o = 1.83. 
We use the following penalty coefficients: 
nl = 1, TTJ, = 10, TTJ,- = 100, i,jeV,i? j 
W e have the same results, if we keep 7r£ • = 1 and consider either 7r? • = 100, -K?J = 
1000 or TT?- = 10, ?rf, = 1000. 
l
-iJ °w 
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 contain results of numerical experiments. Only some 
ODs requirements r7- are violated. They are related to variables t]j, so we 
indicate only these variables in the tables. Table 3.2 describe results which are 
related to the first three groups, and Table 3.3 describe results which are related 
to all groups starting with the group Gr = Gr\ U Gr2 U Gr3 U GV4. 
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Table 3.2: Approach with penalization 
group 
Grx 
Grx U Gr2 
Grx U Gr2 U Gr3 
tb 
L2,Z 
20 
20 
20 
tb 
5 
5 
5 
tb 
c3,5 
5 
10 
10 
tb 
b7,Q 
10 
10 
10 
tb 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
62,3 
5 
5 
5 
^3,5 
5 
^3,6 
5 
penalty 
1097.5 
107.5 
107.5 
Table 3.3: Approach with penalization (continuation) 
group 
Gr 
Gr U Gr5 
Gr U Gr6 
Gr U Gr5 U Gr6 
Gr U Gr5 U Gr6 U Gr7 
tb 
1,25 
7,5 
1.25 
tb 
63,5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
tb 
10 
tb 
L7,9 
22.5 
16.25 
22.5 
23.75 
27.5 
c8,9 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
6.25 
penalty 
46.25 
46.25 
46.25 
46.25 
43.75 
These results show that adding six paths p with cj(p) = 3 and o(p) = 1.5 
from the group Grx cannot provide all gold requirements, so the penalty in this 
case is very big. However, if we add two more paths p with the length cj(p) = 4 
and order o(p) = 1.415 (Group Gr2) we provide all gold requirements. Only 5 
units of silver requirements cannot be transmitted in this situation. If we add 
two more paths with the same characteristic (Group Gr3), we do not change the 
situation. 
Recall that we used paths from Grx U Gr2 U Gr3 for the examination of the 
approach without penalization. Clearly the approach with penalization provides 
better results. 
If the group Gr4 is also involved, i.e. there is permission to use three paths 
from the group 1 not only for gold customers but also for bronze and silver 
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customers, we can provide the transmission of all gold and silver information and 
significantly reduce the penalty. However if we add more paths (either one of the 
groups Gr5 and GrG or both of them together) we could not reduce the penalty. 
Only adding paths of high order (group G7) allows us to slightly reduce it. If the 
cost of transmission of information along paths of high order is big enough it is 
not profitable to use this group. 
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Chapter 4 
Reconfiguration of failures on 
subgraphs 
4.1 Subgraph and its outer nodes 
As was mentioned in Section 1.5 dynamical reconfigurations can lead to very high 
dimensional optimization problems. These problems can have solutions that have 
a significant effect on the traffic that was not affected by the failure. In order 
to overcome these difficulties we can restrict ourselves by working on a certain 
subgraph of the graph that describes the network under consideration. For this 
we need to give some definitions. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a set of vertices V and a set of links E. 
Let V C V and E' c E. Then the graph G' = {V, E') is called a subgraph 
of G. Assume E' is the set of all links (v, v') G E with v, v' G V. The graph 
G' — (V, E') is called a total subgraph of the graph G, generate by V. 
If graph G = (V, E) is given, then a total subgraph G' = (V, E') is completely 
defined only by the set of vertices V, so sometimes we shall indicate only the 
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subset of vertices V C V and speak about the total subgraph G' generated by 
V. In the sequel we will consider mainly total subgraphs of the graph G and 
often we will omit the word "total", it will not lead to misunderstanding. 
W e need to define some special paths of the graph G with respect to its 
subgraph G'. So we start with some definitions. 
Definition 4.1.1 Let G' = (V',E') be a subgraph of the graph G = (V,E). A 
node ieV is called an outer node of G' if there is a link (k,i) G E with k £ V. 
The set of all outer nodes of G' will be denoted by 0(G'). (See Fig. 23) 
Fig. 23 
i is an outer node 
4.2 Classification of paths with respect to a sub-
graph 
Let G' = (V, E') be a subgraph of G. Then V" denotes the complement to V: 
V" = V \ V. W e now classify all paths of G with respect to G', namely we 
consider three classes of paths: 
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• Paths p, which do not go through G'. This means that p does not contain 
links from E'. Note that some nodes of p can belong to V, in such a case 
these are outer nodes of V. (See Fig. 24.) 
• Paths p, which go through G' once. We say that a path p go through G' 
once if p has the form 
p= (v,...,i,...,j,...,u), (4.2.1) 
where i, j G V, i ^ j and the path p' = (i,..., j) is located in G' (the 
latter means that p' consists of links, which belong to E')\ See Fig. 25. It 
is possible that v — i and/or j = u. If v ^  i, then i G 0(G') and the path 
(m,..., i) does not go through G'; if j ^  u then j G 0(G') and (j,..., u) 
does not go through G'. \iv — i and j = u then an arbitrary path with the 
end-nodes i and v, which is located into G', is going through G' once. 
Fig. 24 
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Fig. 25 
G 
• Paths p, which go through G' more than once. This means that p contains 
more than one piece of the form (ia,---,ja) with ia f^ ja, which is located 
in G'. (See Fig. 26.) 
Consider a path p, which has the following form: 
P = (VU • • • , *1> • • • , Jl, • • • > V2, • • • , *2, - - • , 32, • • • , V3), 
where px = (vx,..., ix), p3 = (jx,..., v2) and p5 = (j2,..., v3) do not go through 
G' and paths p2 = (i%,..., jx) and p4 = (i2,..., j2) are located in G'. W e say that 
such a path goes through G' twice. 
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Fig. 26 
G 
Clearly we can consider p as the union of two paths: p = p' U p" where 
P' = (vx, • • •, H, • • •, ji, • • •, v2) and p" = (v2,..., i2,..., j2,..., v3). Both p' and 
p go through G' once. In the same manner we can present an arbitrary path, 
which goes through G' more than once as the union of some paths, which go 
through G' once. Note that if the order of paths from P*(G) is small enough 
then the number of paths, which go through G' more than once is not very large. 
In this work we assume that each path p, which goes through G' more than once, 
has already divided into parts, which go through G' once and we replace p with 
these parts. Thus we consider only two kinds of paths: those which do not go 
through G' and those which go through G' once. 
W e shall use the following notation: 
Pc(G) is the set of all paths p G P(G) of the form (4.2.1),i.e., going through G' 
once. 
PG'(i,j; G) is the set of all paths of the form (4.2.1) with fixed i, j G V. 
If nodes i,j G V are not outer nodes of G' then PG'(S, j;G") coincides with 
the set P(i, j; G') of all paths of G' with the end-nodes i and j. 
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4.2.1 Using subgraphs for reconfiguration 
Let G' = {V, E') be a subgraph of the graph G. Let us fix all paths, which do 
not go through G' once, so we shall vary only paths from PG>(G). 
Let CkjL be the amount of information, which is going through link (k, I) along 
paths which do not belong to PG'(G). Since these paths are fixed, we reduce the 
capacity of the link by the amount ckj. Thus we assume that the given capacity 
ck>i is related only to paths which go through G' once. W e also assume that O D s 
traffic demands are related only to paths from PG>(G). 
Assume the following: 
• For 7 = 0, s, b only paths from a set P*(G) are considered. (This assumption 
has been done only for the sake of simplicity; we can consider different sets 
for different kinds of Service Level Agreements.) 
• priority traffic that existed prior to the failure (xp)pep*(G) is known. 
The traffic (xp)pep*(G) provides the required ODs traffic demands: 
E x9P>r?P E xP>riy E *P>4 iJeV. (4.2.2) 
p£P*{i,i;G) peP*{i,i;G) p€P*(i,i;G) 
Let i, j G V , i 7^ j • Consider the numbers: 
Vij = E xr 
PeP^,(i,i;G)) 
Thus yh is the total amount of information that should be transmitted from the 
node i to the node j for customers of the type 7 through paths from P*(G'), 
which go through G' once. It follows from the definition of these paths that this 
information should be transmitted only through graph G'. 
Assume that the goal of reconfiguration is to keep the priority traffic (xp). 
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This means that instead of the inequalities (4.2.2) the following equalities hold: 
E xl = r%, Y XP = A3, Y xl = rbi M'£V. (4.2.3) 
p€P*(i,j;G) peP*(i,i;G) p<EP*{i,j;G) 
If i and j are not outer nodes of V then PG,(i, j; G) coincides with P*(i, j; G'), 
hence the boundary conditions ylj coincide with requirements rl. 
If i is the outer node and j is not an outer node, then yj^ is the total flow of 
the type 7 on the paths p = (v,..., i,..., j), which go from either end-nodes v 
outside G' or i through G' once to j. 
If j is an outer node and i is not an outer node than y], is the total flow of 
the type 7 on the paths p = (i,..., j,..., u), which go from i through G' once to 
either end-node u outside G' or to j. 
If both i and j are outer nodes, then yjj the total flow of the type 7, on the 
paths p = (v,..., i,..., j,..., u), which go once through G'. (Here either v ^  V 
or v = i and either u £ V or u — j.) 
W e shall call the family of (y]^v)vev,v^i the boundary conditions for the sub-
graph G and the traffic (xp)pepG/(G) at the node i. (These conditions depend on 
the chosen set of paths P*(G).) 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that there is only one broken link (k, I). 
The discussed approach can be easily extended for the cases when there many 
broken links and/or broken nodes. 
Consider a subgraph G, which contains the link (k, I). Consider the set P(G) 
of paths of in the graph G. W e now rearrange the traffic x for links which belong 
to E' and we keep this traffic for links which are out ofthis sub-graph G. Thus we 
are looking only for paths of the graph G. If the set of nodes V is not very large, 
the number of these paths is substantially less than the number of paths of the 
initial graph G. Instead of requirements rjj we shall use boundary conditions y7j. 
Assume that we have traffic flow (zp)pep{GI) such that boundary conditions hold. 
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Consider paths p G P* (G) of the form p = (v,..., i,..., j,..., u) going through G 
once. Assume for the sake of definiteness that v f^i and j ^  u. W e can represent 
p as the sequence of three paths px = (v,..., i), p2 = (i,..., j), p3 = (j,..., u). 
Let :r(p) be a flow along p before the failure. W e shall keep this flow for paths 
Pi and p3. Instead of the path p2, placed into G we can choose a set P' of 
paths p' G P(i,j;G) and choose zp/ in such a way that EP'ep'<V = ^p. The 
amount of information, which was transmitted from v to u along p— (pi,p2,p3), 
is transmitted now along the new paths (pi,p',p3) with p' G P'. Since boundary 
conditions hold, such a choice of a set P' is possible. W e can choose P' by many 
different ways. W e do not discuss this simple problem here. 
Thus in order to obtain a new feasible traffic flow, for which ODs traffic 
demands can be carried out, we need to find a new traffic flow into the graph G 
such that the boundary conditions hold for each pair of nodes i,j G V, i ^  j. 
Thus we shall look for paths p' G P(G) and a feasible (with respect to G) traffic 
flow (zp')p'ep(G'), which corresponds to the boundary conditions. 
In other words we are looking for a solution of the following system of equalities 
and inequalities: 
_E zl' = Vlv l = 9,s, b; i, j eV.i/ j (4.2.4) 
p'eP(i,i;G>) 
Y (4 + zspf + zb,) < c'kl (k,l)eE'. (4.2.5) 
p'ePk,i(G') 
z}>0, l = g,s,b, (4.2.6) 
Assume that the system (4.2.4)- (4.2.6) has a solution (zp/). The equality 
(4.2.4) demonstrates that boundary conditions hold for the traffic flow (zp/). The 
inequality (4.2.5) shows that a new traffic flow is feasible. The inequality (4.2.6) 
means that all flows are nonnegative. 
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The system (4.2.4) - (4.2.6) is similar to the system (3.2.1)-(3.2.3). However 
the dimension of (4.2.4) - (4.2.6) is substantially smaller, since we consider a 
sub-graph of the graph instead of the graph itself. 
The same reasoning as in Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 allow us to reduce the 
reconfiguration of failures to one of the problems A(G),B(G),C(G). W e are 
presenting only the problem C(G) here. (It is assumed here that different sets 
of paths can be used for gold, silver and bronze customers.) 
Problem C(G) 
m m 
7= 
E ( E -lAi+ E W ) (4.2.7) 
9,s,b \(i,j)eVxv,i^i
 PeP*>-y(G') ) 
subject to 
tl>yli- E *}, 7 = <?,*,& (4.2.8) 
P€P*(i,j) 
t]j>0, -y = g,s,b (4.2.9) 
E 4+ E 4+ E *£<<»> (k,l)eE' (4.2.10) 
p£P*'9(k,l)(G') p€P*>s(k,l)(G') peP*<b(k,l){G') 
zp
7
 G P*>7(G"), (7 = 0,5,6) (4.2.11) 
Let P*(G') be the set of all paths generated by the graph G with an acceptable 
order. If the cardinality of this set is not very high (in the sense that a linear 
programming problem of corresponding dimension can be quickly solved), then 
we can carry out a reconfiguration by solving a problem C(G). In such a case 
the question: how to reduce ODs traffic demands, does not appear. 
4.2.2 Neighborhoods of the broken link 
Assume that we consider a graph G = (V, E) with a broken link (k,l). We have 
shown that it is possible to consider a certain subgraph of this graph in order 
to restrict the number of paths which can be used for dynamical reconfiguration. 
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A n important question arises, how to choose this subgraph. The simplest way is 
to consider a neighborhood Gp[k, I] of the order p of the link (fc, bl). W e now give 
the corresponding definition. 
Let p be a positive integer and let V C V and G be a subgraph of the 
graph G — (V,E), generated by V. W e now define the neighborhood Gp of G 
of the order p. Let V C V. A set Vp C ^ o f all nodes v G V such that the 
length of the shortest path with the end -nodes v and v' does not exceed p is 
called the p neighborhood of V. The subgraph G' generated by V is called the 
/^-neighborhood of the subgraph G generated by V. 
To make a better decision we need to take into account the structure of the 
graph under consideration and the location of the broken link. Then we con-
sider only a certain part of the p-neighborhood. W e can also consider different 
neighborhoods for gold, silver and bronze customers. Of course we need to have 
enough time in order to compare different subgraphs related to the broken link. 
W e can make this comparison if the differen scenarios of failure are considered. 
We now present some examples. We consider the depicted below graph (this 
graph has been used in Section 3.7 for numerical experiments, see Fig.4). 
First assume that link (1,4) is broken. The 1-neighborhood ofthis link is the 
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subgraph of G with the set of vertices V = {1, 2,3,4,8,7}. Thus is a large enough 
subgraph of G However, it is possible to reconfigure traffic with the broken link 
(1,4) since this link is isolated. Such isolated links as (1,4) or (1,7) should be 
avoided under the design of the network. 
Consider now link (5,6). The 1-neighborhood of this link is defined by the 
set of only three vertices V = {2,5,6}. There is a unique path that is going 
through (5,6) and does not go through 2, this is the part (5,6). The paths that 
we can add in order to reconfigure the traffic with the broken link (5,6) have the 
structure p = (..., 5, 2,6,...) instead of paths p = (..., 5,6,...). 
Consider now link (2,3). The 1-neighborhood ofthis link is the subgraph with 
the set V of vertices, where V = {1,2, 3,5,6,8,9,10}. This neighborhood is very 
large; it includes all vertices except vertices with only one link (vertices 4 and 7). 
W e can consider only part of it for reconfiguration (for example, exclude vertices 
5 and 6.) 
Link (1,3). The 1-neighborhood is the subgraph with vertices from the set 
V = {1,2,3,4,7,8,9,10}. This neighborhood is also very large. W e can exclude 
vertices 1,4 from this graph when we use it for the reconfiguration. 
4.3 The conceptual scheme of Algorithm for re-
configuration 
We assume that the following data is known. 
1) Graph G={V,E); 
2) the set of working paths P(G)\ 
3) capacities ckj of all links (k, I) G E, 
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4) requirements rlj for all pairs (i,j) G V x V, i^ j and 7 = 0, s, 6; 
5) description of failure (a set of broken links and/or broken nodes, new ca-
pacities of these links/nodes, measured failure time) 
6) penalty coefficients vrj. These coefficients can be calculated on the basis of 
SLAs and measured failure time. They should be known prior to failure. 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that only one link is broken. 
The accomplished analysis leads to the following algorithm. 
1) Choose a subgraph G — (V, E') that can be used for reconfiguration. It 
can be done by different ways. One of them is to consider the neighborhoods 
of the order p — 1 or p = 2 of the broken link or some parts of one of these 
neighborhoods. More detailed analysis can be done if the structure of the 
graph under consideration is known. 
2) Find all outer nodes of G and calculate all boundary conditions. 
3) Compose the subset PG>(G) C P*(G) of paths, which go through G once. 
Divide all paths p G P*(G), which go through G more than once, on sub-
paths which go through G once and include these sub-paths into PG,(G). 
4) Compose the linear programming problem A(G) with the given subgraph 
G and the PG>(G) of working paths. (See Section 3.3 for description of 
A(G) .) Otherwise go to step 5. 
5) Choose an extended set of working path separately for gold, silver and 
bronze customers. It can be done in different ways. One of them is based 
on the notion of the order of the path. If the order of the path is used then 
we can consider the following procedure: choose the maximal weight uT of 
the paths in G which will be used for gold, bronze and silver customers. 
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For each 7 = 0, s, b choose the maximal order 0(7,0;) of paths in G with 
the weight CJ < uT and compose sets P*7 7 = 0, s, b of paths of the corre-
sponding weight and order as the set of working paths for customers with 
SLA 7. 
6) Find optimal reconfiguration (zpl) of paths in the graph G by solving the 
problem B(G). If the total penalty less then the given threshold, go to 
Step 7. Otherwise we need to extend either the subgraph G or the supply 
of working paths or both and then go back to Step 5. In particular, if we 
use the notion of the order of the path, we can increase the maximal order 
of paths for some weights. 
7) Reconfigure the traffic into the graph G, using the found traffic (z9,) and 
the boundary conditions. 
Some modifications of this conceptual algorithm are possible. For example, 
the problem C(G) instead of B(G) can be used for reconfiguration in Step 6. 
Some preliminary analysis of the network under consideration should be done 
in order to implement this conceptual algorithm. The structure of the network, 
the traffic under consideration, and existing SLAs should be taken into account. 
The choice of the subgraph, of the set of working paths, and of the penalty 
coefficients should be done as the result of this analysis. 
The 1-neighborhood G of the broken link (k, I) can be used for the choice of 
the subgraph. If this neighborhood is small enough and contains some isolated 
links (a link is isolated if one of its endpoints has no another link in G) then a part 
of the 2-neighborhood of this link should be added. If the 1-neighborhood is large 
enough then we can consider a certain part of it (in such a case the isolated links 
can be removed). This work should be done as part of preparation of scenarios of 
possible failures, so the subgraph for reconfiguration should be known if a failure 
occurs. The structure of the network should be taken into account for the choice 
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of the subgraph. For example links of the graph can be classified and similar 
subgraphs can be chosen for similar links. 
The extension of the set of working paths can be done on the basis of the 
notion of the order of a path. However the set of all paths of the given weight 
and given order is usually very large, so it is beneficial to consider only some 
subsets of this set. The choice of the subset depends on the structure of the 
network and the existing set of working paths. W e can use the number of nodes 
of a path as the weight CJ of this path. (In other words u)(p) — A(p) + 1 where 
A(p) is the length of p; see Section 2.3 for details). For bronze customers we can 
consider small extensions of the set of working paths. However for gold and silver 
customers some large extensions should be used with a high enough order (see 
Section 2.2 for details). 
4.4 Software for reconfiguration 
Software based on the proposed algorithm has been developed. The following 
simplifying assumptions have been made that allow us to implement this algo-
rithm. 
• The p-neighborhood of a broken link is chosen as a subgraph for reconfigu-
ration; The user should choose either p = 1 or p = 2. 
• The extension of the set of working paths coincides with the set of all paths 
of a certain weight UJ = A + 1 and certain order. 
We use the package CPLEX (see section 1.7) for solving the linear program-
ming problem B(G). The software includes the following modules: 
1) Preparation of the CPLEX file with the problem B(G); 
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2) Solution of the problem B(G) by C P L E X ; this solution gives the list of 
paths of the subgraph G that can be used for reconfiguration; 
3) Description of a set of paths of the initial graph G that can be used for 
reconfiguration. 
Some preliminary work should be done for preparation of the CPLEX file for the 
problem B(G): 
1) The description of a subgraph for reconfiguration as the 1-neighborhood of 
the broken link should be given; 
2) Choice of an extended set of working paths should be done (the maximal 
order of paths of each length should be given separately for gold, silver and 
bronze customers); 
3) The list of these paths should be written. In order to find an extended set 
of working paths we firstly need to find the shortest paths for each pair of 
nodes of the subgraph. W e use the Dijkstra algorithm for this. Then the 
list of all paths of the subgraph with the length that does not exceed a given 
number, should be written. (Since subgraphs for reconfiguration are small 
enough, the description of the set of working paths can be done quickly.) 
4) File with the extension .lp (CPLEX file) should be prepared. 
An example of a file with the linear programming problem B(G) for a small 
enough graph G can be found in the Appendix (See section 6.1. 
4.5 Numerical experiments 
Many numerical experiments have been done with the developed software. For 
these experiments we choose the realistic IP backbone network that was used in 
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the paper [35] by Maksemchuk, Ouveysi and Zukerman for different purposes. 
The graph G that describes this network contains 26 nodes and 48 links. This 
graph generates 4 967 053 paths. W e associate a number with each city (node) 
of this network (see Table 4.5). 
Table 4.1: Node numbers 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Name 
Cambridge 
Hartford 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburg 
Detroit 
Chicago 
Washington 
St. Louis 
Atlanta 
Orlando 
Dallas 
Austin 
Number 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Name 
Houston 
San Diego 
Los Angeles 
San Francisko 
Seattle 
Minneapolis 
Omaha 
Kansas City 
Bridgeton 
Denver 
Salt Lake City 
Sacramento 
Phoenix 
For our experiments we considered different broken links, extensions of the 
set of working paths corresponding to different choice of maximal paths for some 
weights and different choice of penalty coefficients. 
For some broken links the use of the 1-neighborhood could not help, since 
this neighborhood is very small (the link (13, 14) can serve as an example). 
This is a drawback of the topology of the given network. For many links the 
1-neighborhood is very large. For example 1-neighborhood of the link (9, 21) is 
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a graph with 9 vertices (namely, vertices 7,8,9 12,16,17,20,21,22) and 16 links 
(namely, links (7,9), (7,17), (7,21), (8,9), (8,21), (9,12), (9,17), (9,20), (9,21), 
(9,22), (12,16), (12,21), (16,17), (16, 21), (20,21), (21,22)). For many broken 
links (k, I) the 1-neighborhood of (k, I) has approximately such a size. However, 
the 1-neighborhood of a set of broken links and the 1-neighborhood of a broken 
node is much bigger. 
The 1-neighborhood of the link (9,21) contains more than 1/3 of the vertices 
of the initial graph G and exactly 1/3 of the links of G, so this is a large part of G 
However, the network under consideration is a part of a larger network. Let the 
latter be described by a graph Gx. If graphs G is a total subgraph of Gx (that is 
Gx and G have the same links with endpoints from G) then the link (k, I) G E(G) 
has the 1-neighborhood in G and Gx, respectively, and this neighborhood is a 
smaller part of Gx. 
The linear programming problem B(G) for the 1-neighborhood of the link 
(9,21) is presented in the Appendix, Section 6.1 
Results of the numerical experiments show that the software allows us to find 
a reconfiguration of the network with the smallest penalties. 
Two important conclusions can be made from the numerical experiments. 
1) Optimal solutions of linear programming problems B(G) and C(G) are not 
very sensitive to the choice of penalty coefficients. If we keep the penalty coeffi-
cient equal to one for bronze customers and equal to 10 for silver customers then 
we get the same solutions of linear programming problems if penalty coefficients 
for gold customers is equal to 75, 100, 1000 and larger numbers. Coefficients for 
silver customers also can be significantly varied without the change of solutions. 
2) If the supply of working paths is small enough then even a small extension of 
this supply can significantly reduce the size of penalty. New additional extensions 
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of the set of working paths work less efficiently and often a new extension cannot 
reduce the penalty. 
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Chapter 5 
Lifetime measure 
5.1 Introduction 
The ability of a telecommunication network to support the expected growth in 
demand is an important characteristic of the network. However, it is not enough 
to consider only the expected growth: an unexpected growth can often occur 
due to technological innovations and the increasing popularity of the internet. 
A quantitative measure for telecommunication topology design was suggested 
by N. Maxemchuk, I. Ouveysi and M. Zukerman in [35]. This measure was 
called topology lifetime measure. Possible unexpected changes in load have been 
taken into account. Note that the topology lifetime measure depends not only 
on topology but also on the set of working paths. In this chapter we discuss 
some advantages and disadvantages of this measure and give its modification. 
W e concentrate mainly on theoretical aspects of the problem. A topic of further 
research is to apply the proposed approaches to some real world topologies and 
analyze the results obtained. This chapter is based on results of paper [15]. 
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5.2 Preliminaries 
Consider a network defined by the graph G = (V, E) with the set V of nodes and 
the set E of edges. Our approach is suitable for both directed and undirected 
topologies. For the sake of definiteness we will consider undirected topologies, so 
we consider G as a non-oriented graph. Recall the notation that we use: 
• ck,i is the capacity of the link (k, I) G E. We have ck,i = chk. 
• r^ is the traffic demand (requirements) between nodes i, j G V, i ^ j. 
For the sake of simplicity we assume in this chapter that there are no Service 
Level Agreements, so we consider only one type of requirement. 
Let R denote the matrix of all requirements (traffic matrix): 
^ = (rii)i,iev-
Since we consider undirected traffic, we have r^ = r^ so the matrix R is sym-
metric. Clearly rn = 0 Vi. 
Following Maxemchuk, Ouveisi and Zukerman [35] we assume that the present 
traffic demand is given by a finite collection 7c of traffic matrices R. Each R G 7c 
describes the traffic demand between all origin-destination (OD) pairs at a certain 
time period. 
Recall the notation related to paths and flows that we use: 
• P(G) is the set of all paths generated by G; 
• P*(G) C P(G) is a given set of working paths; 
• Pki(G) C P*(G) is the set of paths containing the link (k, I) G E; 
• P*(i,j; G) C P*(G) is the set of paths having i and j as end-points. 
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• xp is the flow transmitted through a working path p. 
• (xp)peP*(G) is the traffic generated by working paths P*(G). 
In order to use the terminology from [35] we changed the definition of feasi-
bility in this chapter. We will use the following definition: 
A traffic (xp)pe,p*(G) 1S said to be feasible if: 
1) The traffic requirement constraints are satisfied. 
/ > xp > rij 
peP*(i,i;G) 
for all i,j G V,i ^ j and for all R — (r-y) G 7c. 
2) The total flow transmitted through each link (k, I) G E does not exceed the 
capacity ckj of this link: 
Y xp<ckj, (k,l)eE. 
peP^iG) 
3) xp > 0 for all peP*(G) 
A matrix R — (ry-) is called feasible if the system of linear inequalities 
Y xp>ritj, i,jeV,i^j 
peP*(i,i;G) 
Y xp<ck,i, (k,l)eE (2) 
peP^iG) 
xp>0, PeP*(G). 
has a solution. This solution is a feasible traffic with respect to R. 
The growth factor ip*(R) of the traffic matrix R is the the largest number i/> 
such that the matrix ipR = (i{r^) is feasible. Note that ip*(R) depends not only 
on R but also on the set of working paths P*(G). 
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Thus ip*(R) is a solution of the linear programming problem: 
maximize tjj subject to 
Y xp>i/jrid, i,jeV,i^j 
PeP*(i,i) 
Y xp<ckh (k,l)(EE 
peP^iG) 
xp>0 pe P*(G). 
The number if>*(R) indicates the largest possible uniform growth of the traffic 
matrix R. The number 
V4> = min{>*(P) : R G K} 
is the largest possible uniform growth of the traffic represented by the collection 
7c and the set of working paths P*. 
The definition of the growth factor is based on a multiplicative approach to 
traffic extension, since we consider the products of the form ip • r^j. 
5.3 Unexpected traffic growth 
An unexpected growth of traffic was discussed by Maxemchuk, Ouveysi and Zuk-
erman [35] separately for O D pairs and for nodes. For the sake of definiteness we 
consider only O D pairs here. Let R be a traffic matrix and (i, j) be an arbitrary 
O D pair. Assume that the traffic between q and s increases by U. Consider a 
new traffic matrix R' = (r1—) with 
r'g,s = (1 + U)rq>s, r'Stq = r^ 
and 
rij = egi8rij, (i,j)^(q,s), (hj)±{s,q). 
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Here eq>a is the coefficient which provides the equality 
E r'i,i = E ri,i-
hizv, i,jev 
Thus R' describes a shift in load without growth. It is assumed that an unexpected 
growth of traffic can occur only for one O D pair, and this pair is unknown. This 
means that a family of matrices R'(i,j) corresponding to each O D pair (i,j) 
is considered. The growth factor ip*(R'(i,j)) is then calculated for each matrix 
R'(i,j) and the number 
tf.(fl,L/)= min A(R'(h3l) 
is considered as a parameter that characterizes an unexpected traffic growth U 
corresponding to the matrix R. If a collection 7c of traffic matrices R is given, 
then we need to apply the procedure described to each matrix R. Then we get 
a new collection of traffic matrices which consists of all matrices R'(i,j) for all 
R G 7c and all i, j G V, i ^  j. The number min{^r*(P, U) : R G 7c} characterizes 
an unexpected traffic growth U corresponding to collection 7c. 
The approach described is useful and can be used for comparison of different 
topologies. However, this approach is based on strong enough assumptions. 
1) The construction of the matrices R' is based on the assumption that a 
uniform redistribution of the amount 2Uritj is carried out between all O D 
pairs (i',f) with (i',f) ^ (i,j) and (i',f) ^ (j,i). This uniformity does 
not always hold in real world networks. 
2) The assumption that an unexpected growth can occur only for one O D pair 
is also not valid in many cases. 
The following situation should be also taken into account. Assume that un-
expected growth occurs for a pair (i,j) at the end of the 1st year. This leads 
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to a change of the collection 7c. So we have a different collection 7c' in the 2nd 
year and we need to recalculate the lifetime measure. However, the proposed 
lifetime measure is used for the evaluation of the topology design so we should 
not recalculate it each year. 
We suggest the consideration of an additive approach to the definition of the 
lifetime measure rather than the multiplicative. 
Assume that the network under consideration will be in use m years. First 
we consider an expected growth. Using forecasts of growth of population and 
migrations flows we can find coefficients py- for each O D pair (i,j) and each year 
q = 1,.. .m such that a traffic matrix R = (ry-) will be replaced with the matrix 
Rq = (lAfij)-
Note that it is possible that p,! < 1. (For instance this can occur if the population 
in both nodes i,j decreases.) Thus instead of the family 7c we will have new 
families Hq that consists of all matrices Rq with R G 7c (q = 1,..., m ) . 
N o w we turn to an unexpected traffic growth. 
Let U be a positive number that indicates an unexpected traffic growth at the 
year q (q= 1,..., m ) . Consider the system of linear inequalities 
Y xp>U + pqjri,j, hjeV,i^j (5.3.1) 
P&P*(i,i;G) 
Y X P ^ CM> (fc'0 e E 
pGPfc*,(G) 
xp>0, PeP*(G). 
Composing (5.3.1) we suppose that an unexpected traffic growth U can happen 
many arcs and nodes simultaneously. This situation is more realistic than that 
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suggested by Maxemchuk, Ouveysi and Zukerman, where only a single node (or 
a single arc) becomes more active. 
Indeed, an increase in activity of one node can lead to an increase in activity 
at many different nodes. One of the main reasons for the unexpected growth is 
the internet. A server farm which provides a popular service can appear suddenly, 
and then the load to the corresponding part of the network increases. However, 
the same reasons that lead to the appearance of this farm may also lead to the 
appearance of different farms in different parts of the network in different years. 
So it is important to take into account many nodes simultaneously. Note that U 
is an upper bound for an unexpected increase of load in year q for each O D pair 
(*,;)• 
The suggested approach is pessimistic, because we assume the worst case 
scenario (unexpected increase in all nodes simultaneously). 
Let P G 7c. Consider linear programming problem 
max U subject to 
Y xp>U + Afij, h 3 e V, i ^ j (*) 
PeP*(hi;G) 
Y xp<ckh (k,l)€E 
peP^iG) 
xp>0, PeP*(G). 
The solution Uq(R) of this problem indicates the largest possible unexpected 
growth in the year q that can be supported by the existing network. W e can 
consider the sequence 
Ux(R),...Uq(R),...,Um(R) 
as a certain lifetime measure of the network under consideration for the traffic 
matrix R and the given set of working paths P*. 
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Let a collection 7c of traffic matrices R be given. Let us calculate the sequence 
Ux(R),...Uq(R),...,Um(R) 
for each R G 7c. Let 
Uf = mm{Uq(R) : P G 7c} H = oo,... ,#. 
W e consider the sequence 
fjn JJU rjTZ) 
wl i • ••uq , • • • , u m 
as a lifetime measure for the given topology, the given collection Tl, and the given 
set P*(G) of working paths. 
Thus we suggest the use of a simple one-step procedure for the definition of 
a lifetime measure, instead of the consecutive two-step procedure suggested by 
Maxemchuk, Ouveysi and Zukerman. 
5.4 Using subgraphs 
Different parts of the network have a different influence on the lifetime measure. 
Thus we need to consider the developed approaches not only for a given graph 
G but also for some its subgraphs G. In order to do this we need to determine 
the restriction of traffic matrices R to a subgraph G. W e can use approaches 
developed in Chapter 4 for this. In particular we can use the notions of a path 
that goes through a subgraph once, of outer nodes and a modification of a notion 
of boundary conditions. W e now present this modification. 
Let (xp)pep* be a traffic. Let G = (V, E') be a subgraph of the graph G and 
let i,j G V, i y£ j . Consider the total flow yy-, which should be transmitted 
from the node i to the node j through paths from P*(G), which go through G 
once: 
Vi,i = 2Ji XP~ 
peP*Gl{i,i;G)) 
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W e also put yu = 0. Consider the matrix Y = (y^ijev- Clearly Y is symmetric, 
Vij > 0 and yu = 0 for all i, so we can consider Y as a traffic matrix for a traffic 
corresponding to the subgraph G. 
5.5 Extensions of the set of working paths 
Let Uq(R) be a solution of the LP problem 
max U subject to 
Y xp>U + pir^, i,j evj^j (*) 
peP*(i,j;G) 
Y xp<ckji, (k,l)eE 
pep;,, (GO 
xp > 0, Pe P*(G). 
Then for at least one link (k,l) the inequality 
Y XP^ ck,i (2) 
peP^iG) 
holds as an equality. Such links indicate the bottlenecks that do not permit an 
unexpected load greater than Uq(R). 
If the load distribution that occurs due to unexpected load growth exceeds the 
network possibilities, then new facilities should be installed. In order to support 
the traffic for the time that is needed for installation of these facilities, the set 
P*(G) of working paths needs to be extended. W e can incorporate new paths 
that do not contain bottlenecks. 
It is easy to find examples where even a few new paths allow us to significantly 
increase the capacity to handle an unexpected load. The notion of the order of 
the path can be useful for the indication of paths that should be added to the 
existing traffic. 
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Chapter 6 
Appendix 
6.1 Linear programming problem B{G') 
In this section we present an example of the Linear Programming Problem B(G). 
W e consider a problem B(G) for the 1-neighborhood G of the broken link (9,21) 
of the backbone network. (See Section 4.5 for a description of this network.) 
The problem B(G) was described in detail in Section 3.5. W e use the following 
notation: 
Variables 
• xgNo is the amount of flow going along the path number No for gold 
customers; 
• xsNo is the amount of flow going along the path number No for silver 
customers; 
• xbNo is the amount of flow going along the path number No for gold 
customers; 
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• tgzvj is the difference between requirements and the provided service for 
the gold customers, if this difference is positive, for a pair of vertices (i,j)\ 
• tsivj is the difference between requirements and the provided service for 
the silver customers, if this difference is positive, for a pair of vertices (i,j); 
• tbivj is the difference between requirements and the provided service for 
the bronze customers, if this difference is positive, for a pair of vertices 
(M). 
Parameters 
• ckvl is the capacity of the link (k, I); 
• Y&Y3 is a boundary condition for a pair of vertices (i, j) and gold customers; 
• ysivj is a boundary condition for a pair of vertices (i,j) and silver customers; 
• ybivj is a boundary condition for a pair of vertices (i,j) and bronze cus-
tomers. 
Recall that boundary conditions replace requirements for a reconfiguration 
problem given on a subgraph. 
Problem B(G') 
Minimize 
100tg7v8 + 100tg7v9 + 100tg7vl2 + 100tg7vl6 + 100tg7vl7 + 100tg7v21 + 
100tg7v22 + 100tg8v9 + 100tg8vl6 + 100tg8vl7 + 100tg9vl2 + 100tg9vl6 + 
100tg9vl7 + 100tgl2vl6 + 100tgl2vl7 + 100tgl2v21 + 100tgl6vl7 + 100tgl6v20 
+ 100tgl6v21 + 100tgl6v22 + 100tgl7v20 + 10ts7v8 + 10ts7v9 + 10ts7vl2 + 
10ts7vl6 + 10ts7vl7 + 10ts7v20 + 10ts7v21 + 10ts7v22 + 10ts8v9 + 10ts8vl2 + 
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10ts8vl6 + 10ts8vl7 + 10ts8v20 + 10ts8v21 + 10ts8v22 + 10ts9vl2 + 10ts9vl6 
+ 10ts9vl7 + 10ts9v20 + 10ts9v21 + 10ts9v22 + 10tsl2vl6 + 10tsl2vl7 + 
10tsl2v20 + 10tsl2v21 + 10tsl2v22 + 10tsl6vl7 + 10tsl6v20 + 10tsl6v21 + 
10tsl6v22 + 10tsl7v20 + 10tsl7v21 + 10tsl7v22 + 10ts20v21 + tb7v8 + tb7v9 
+ tb7vl2 + tb7vl6 + tb7vl7 + tb7v20 + tb7v21 + tb7v22 + tb8v9 + tb8vl2 
+ tb8vl6 + tb8vl7 + tb8v20 + tb8v21 + tb8v22 + tb9vl2 + tb9vl6 + tb9vl7 
+ tb9v20 + tb9v21 + tb9v22 + tbl2vl6 + tbl2vl7 + tbl2v20 + tbl2v21 + 
tbl2v22 + tbl6vl7 + tbl6v20 + tbl6v21 + tbl6v22 + tbl7v20 + tbl7v21 + 
tbl7v22 + tb20v21 + tb20v22 + tb21v22 
subject to 
c7v9: xgl445835 + xsl445835 + xbl445835 + xgl445836 + xsl445836 + xbl445836 
+ xgl446280 + xsl446280 + xbl446280 + xgl446341 + xsl446341 + xbl446341 
+ xgl446480 + xsl446480 + xbl446480 + xgl446595 + xsl446595 + xbl446595 
+ xsl446819 + xbl446819 + xgl447173 + xsl447173 + xbl447173 + xgl447174 
+ xsl447174 + xbl447174 + xgl447312 + xsl447312 + xbl447312 + xgl447385 
+ xsl447385 + xbl447385 + xsl447524 + xbl447524 + xgl447526 + xsl447526 
+ xbl447526 + xgl447527 + xsl447527 + xbl447527 + xgl527171 + xsl527171 
+ xbl527171 + xgl546403 + xsl546403 + xbl546403 + xgl546508 + xsl546508 
+ xbl546508 + xsl547360 + xbl547360 + xgl547569 + xsl547569 + xbl547569 
+ xgl854523 + xsl854523 + xbl854523 + xg2186854 + xs2186854 + xb2186854 
+ xs2186881 + xb2186881 + xs2186908 + xb2186908 + xs2188113 + xb2188113 
< 130; 
c7vl7: xgl447881 + xsl447881 + xbl447881 + xgl447882 + xsl447882 + 
xbl447882 + xgl447883 + xsl447883 + xbl447883 + xgl447996 + xsl447996 + 
xbl447996 + xsl448054 + xbl448054 + xgl448232 + xsl448232 + xbl448232 + 
xgl448817 + xsl448817 + xbl448817 + xgl448818 + xsl448818 + xbl448818 + 
xgl527171 + xsl527171 + xbl527171 -f- xgl535977 + xsl535977 + xbl535977 + 
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xgl546403 + xsl546403 + xbl546403 + xgl546508 + xsl546508 + xbl546508 + 
xgl854523 + xsl854523 + xbl854523 + xgl878634 + xsl878634 + xbl878634 + 
xg2186854 + xs2186854 + xb2186854 + xs2186881 + xb2186881 + xs2186908 + 
xb2186908 + xs2187118 + xb2187118 + xg2187201 + xs2187201 + xb2187201 + 
xs2187219 + xb2187219 < 255 
c7v21: xgl454705 + xsl454705 + xbl454705 + xgl454706 + xsl454706 + 
xbl454706 + xg!455099 + xsl455099 + xbl455099 + xgl455100 + xsl455100 + 
xbl455100 + xgl455238 + xsl455238 + xbl455238 + xsl455419 + xbl455419 + 
xgl455421 + xsl455421 + xbl455421 + xgl455422 + xsl455422 + xbl455422 + 
xgl455490 + xsl455490 + xbl455490 + xgl455594 + xsl455594 + xbl455594 + 
xgl455595 + xsl455595 + xbl455595 + xsl456012 + xbl456012 + xgl456335 + 
xsl456335 + xbl456335 + xgl535977 + xsl535977 + xbl535977 + xsl547360 + 
xbl547360 + xgl547569 + xsl547569 + xbl547569 + xgl878634 + xsl878634 + 
xbl878634 + xs2187118 + xb2187118 + xg2187201 + xs2187201 + xb2187201 + 
xs2187219 + xb2187219 + xs2188113 + xb2188113 < 255 
c8v9: xgl445836 + xsl445836 + xbl445836 + xgl447883 + xsl447883 + xbl447883 
+ xgl455100 + xsl455100 + xbl455100 + xgl527170 + xsl527170 + xbl527170 
+ xgl527171 + xsl527171 + xbl527171 + xsl527935 + xbl527935 + xgl527944 
+ xsl527944 + xbl527944 + xgl528353 + xsl528353 + xbl528353 + xgl528532 
+ xsl528532 + xbl528532 + xsl528792 + xbl528792 + xsl529734 + xbl529734 
+ xsl529929 + xbl529929 + xgl530030 + xsl530030 + xbl530030 + xsl530190 
+ xbl530190 + xsl530384 + xbl530384 + xsl530385 + xbl530385 + xsl560752 
+ xbl560752 + xgl561048 + xsl561048 + xbl561048 + xs2188760 + xb2188760 
< 100; 
c8v21: xgl447174 + xsl447174 + xbl447174 + xgl454706 + xsl454706 + 
xbl454706 + xsl535805 + xbl535805 + xgl535977 + xsl535977 + xbl535977 + 
xgl536432 + xsl536432 + xbl536432 + xsl536627 + xbl536627 + xg!536728 + 
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xsl536728 + xbl536728 + xsl536829 + xbl536829 + xsl537023 + xbl537023 + 
xsl537024 + xbl537024 + xgl537114 + xsl537114 + xbl537114 + xgl537326 + 
xsl537326 + xbl537326 + xsl537327 + xbl537327 + xgl537750 + xsl537750 + 
xbl537750 + xsl537913 + xbl537913 + xsl538723 + xbl538723 + xsl560752 + 
xbl560752 + xgl561048 + xsl561048 + xbl561048 + xs2188760 + xb2188760 < 
45; 
c9vl2: xgl446280 + xsl446280 + xbl446280 + xgl446341 + xsl446341 + 
xbl446341 + xgl447996 + xsl447996 + xbl447996 + xgl455238 + xsl455238 + 
xbl455238 + xsl527935 + xbl527935 + xgl527944 + xsl527944 + xbl527944 + 
xsl536627 + xbl536627 + xgl561403 + xsl561403 + xbl561403 + xgl564606 + 
xsl564606 + xbl564606 + xsl565525 + xbl565525 + xgl566070 + xsl566070 + 
xbl566070 + xgl854523 + xsl854523 + xbl854523 + xgl856214 + xsl856214 + 
xbl856214 + xsl856593 + xbl856593 + xgl857544 + xsl857544 + xbl857544 + 
xsl858086 + xbl858086 + xsl858116 + xbl858116 + xsl858117 + xbl858117 + 
xg2119732 + xs2119732 + xb2119732 + xg2120473 + xs2120473 + xb2120473 + 
xs2189208 + xb2189208 < 205 
c9vl7: xgl446480 + xsl446480 + xbl446480 + xgl446595 + xsl446595 + 
xbl446595 + xgl447882 + xsl447882 + xbl447882 + xgl447883 + xsl447883 + 
xbl447883 + xgl447996 + xsl447996 + xbl447996 + xsl448054 + xbl448054 + 
xgl448232 + xsl448232 + xbl448232 + xgl528353 + xsl528353 + xbl 528353 + 
xgl528532 + xsl528532 + xbl528532 + xgl536728 + xsl536728 + xbl536728 + 
xgl568455 + xsl568455 + xbl568455 + xgl572341 + xsl572341 + xbl572341 + 
xgl856214 + xsl856214 + xbl856214 + xgl880363 + xsl880363 + xbl880363 + 
xg2156554 + xs2156554 + xb2156554 + xg2157519 + xs2157519 + xb2157519 + 
xs2188113 + xb2188113 + xs2188760 + xb2188760 + xs2189208 + xb2189208 + 
xg2189325 + xs2189325 + xb2189325 + xs2189977 + xb2189977 + xs2190388 + 
xb2190388 + xg2190911 + xs2190911 + xb2190911 + xs2191074 + xb2191074 + 
xs2191075 + xb2191075 + xs2191076 + xb2191076 < 175; 
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c9v20: xsl446819 + xbl446819 + xsl448054 + xbl448054 + xsl455419 + 
xbl455419 + xsl528792 + xbl528792 + xsl536829 + xbl536829 + xsl577882 
+ xbl577882 + xsl585283 + xbl585283 + xgl592331 + xsl592331 + xbl592331 
+ xsl856593 + xbl856593 + xsl880382 + xbl880382 + xg2119732 + xs2119732 
+ xb2119732 + xg2156554 + xs2156554 + xb2156554 + xg2172893 + xs2172893 
+ xb2172893 + xg2186854 + xs2186854 + xb2186854 + xg2189325 + xs2189325 
+ xb2189325 + xs2189977 + xb2189977 + xs2338841 + xb2338841 + xb2342882 
+ xb2342883 < 60; 
c9v21: xgl447173 + xsl447173 + xbl447173 + xgl447174 + xsl447174 + 
xbl447174 + xgl447312 + xsl447312 + xbl447312 + xgl447385 + xsl447385 + 
xbl447385 + xsl447524 + xbl447524 + xgl447526 + xsl447526 + xbl447526 + 
xgl455099 + xsl455099 + xbl455099 + xgl455100 + xsl455100 + xbl455100 + 
xgl455238 + xsl455238 + xbl455238 + xsl455419 + xbl455419 + xgl455421 + 
xsl455421 + xbl455421 + xsl529734 + xbl529734 + xsl529929 + xbl529929 + 
xgl530030 + xsl530030 + xbl530030 + xsl530190 + xbl530190 + xsl530384 + 
xbl530384 + xgl536432 + xsl536432 + xbl536432 + xsl536627 + xbl536627 + 
xgl536728 + xsl536728 + xbl536728 + xsl536829 + xbl536829 + xsl537023 + 
xbl537023 + xsl595742 + xbl595742 + xgl601430 + xsl601430 + xbl601430 + 
xgl602399 + xsl602399 + xbl602399 + xgl602875 + xsl602875 + xbl602875 + 
xsl606523 + xbl606523 + xsl608909 + xbl608909 + xgl857544 + xsl857544 + 
xbl857544 + xsl858086 + xbl858086 + xsl858116 + xbl858116 + xgl880363 + 
xsl880363 + xbl880363 + xsl880382 + xbl880382 + xsl880412 + xbl880412 + 
xg2172893 + xs2172893 + xb2172893 + xg2173563 + xs2173563 + xb2173563 + 
xs2186881 + xb2186881 + xs2190388 + xb2190388 + xg2190911 + xs2190911 + 
xb2190911 + xs2191074 + xb2191074 + xs2338841 + xb2338841 + xb2342882 + 
xb2372172 + xb2391129 < 0; 
c9v22: xgl447527 + xsl447527 + xbl447527 + xgl448232 + xsl448232 + 
xbl448232 + xgl455421 + xsl455421 + xbl455421 + xsl530385 + xbl530385 + 
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xsl537023 + xbl537023 + xsl608910 + xbl608910 + xsl608911 + xbl608911 + 
xgl616044 + xsl616044 + xbl616044 + xsl858117 + xbl858117 + xsl880412 + 
xbl880412 + xg2120473 + xs2120473 + xb2120473 + xg2157519 + xs2157519 + 
xb2157519 + xg2173563 + xs2173563 + xb2173563 -f- xs2186908 + xb2186908 + 
xs2191075 + xb2191075 + xs2191076 + xb2191076 + xb2342883 + xb2372172 + 
xb2391129 < 40; 
cl2vl6: xgl446341 + xsl446341 + xbl446341 + xgl448818 + xsl448818 + 
xbl448818 + xgl455490 + xsl455490 + xbl455490 + xgl455595 + xsl455595 + 
xbl455595 + xgl527944 + xsl527944 + xbl527944 + xgl537114 + xsl537114 + 
xbl537114 + xsl537327 + xbl537327 + xgl564606 + xsl564606 + xbl564606 + 
xgl602399 + xsl602399 + xbl602399 + xgl873370 + xsl873370 + xbl873370 + 
xgl874578 + xsl874578 + xbl874578 + xgl875785 + xsl875785 + xbl875785 + 
xsl877350 + xbl877350 + xsl877932 + xbl877932 + xg2119732 + xs2119732 + 
xb2119732 + xg2120473 + xs2120473 + xb2120473 + xg2125991 + xs2125991 + 
xb2125991 + xg2127430 + xs2127430 + xb2127430 + xg2127958 + xs2127958 + 
xb2127958 + xs2199741 + xb2199741 < 120; 
cl2v21: xgl447312 + xsl447312 + xbl447312 + xgl455422 + xsl455422 + 
xbl455422 + xgl455490 + xsl455490 + xbl455490 + xsl529929 + xbl529929 + 
xsl537024 + xbl537024 + xgl537114 + xsl537114 + xbl537114 + xsl565525 + 
xbl565525 H- xgl566070 + xsl566070 + xbl566070 + xgl601430 + xsl601430 + 
xbl601430 + xgl602399 + xsl602399 + xbl602399 + xgl878344 + xsl878344 + 
xbl878344 + xgl878634 + xsl878634 + xbl878634 + xgl880363 + xsl880363 + 
xbl880363 + xsl880382 + xbl880382 + xsl880412 + xbl880412 + xgl880413 + 
xsl880413 + xbl880413 + xgl880588 + xsl880588 + xbl880588 + xsl880762 + 
xbl880762 + xsl881560 + xbl881560 + xg2125991 + xs2125991 + xb2125991 + 
xg2127430 + xs2127430 + xb2127430 + xg2127958 + xs2127958 + xb2127958 + 
xs2189208 + xb2189208 + xs2199741 + xb2199741 < 210; 
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cl6vl7: xgl446595 + xsl446595 + xbl446595 + xgl448817 + xsl448817 + 
xbl448817 + xgl448818 + xsl448818 + xbl448818 + xgl528532 + xsl528532 + 
xbl528532 + xgl537750 + xsl537750 + xbl537750 + xgl546508 + xsl546508 + 
xbl546508 + xgl572341 + xsl572341 + xbl572341 + xgl874578 + xsl874578 + 
xbl874578 + xgl880588 + xsl880588 + xbl880588 + xg2153380 + xs2153380 + 
xb2153380 + xg2156554 + xs2156554 + xb2156554 + xg2157519 + xs2157519 + 
xb2157519 + xs2199741 + xb2199741 + xs2201989 + xb2201989 + xg2203346 + 
xs2203346 + xb2203346 + xs2203841 + xb2203841 < 170; 
cl6v21: xgl447385 + xsl447385 + xbl447385 + xgl455594 + xsl455594 + 
xbl455594 + xgl455595 + xsl455595 + xbl455595 + xgl530030 + xsl530030 + 
xbl530030 + xgl537326 + xsl537326 + xbl537326 + xsl537327 + xbl537327 + 
xgl537750 + xsl537750 + xbl537750 + xgl547569 + xsl547569 + xbl547569 + 
xgl561048 + xsl561048 + xbl561048 + xgl566070 + xsl566070 + xbl566070 + 
xgl592331 + xsl592331 + xbl592331 + xgl602875 + xsl602875 + xbl602875 + 
xgl616044 + xsl616044 + xbl616044 + xgl875785 + xsl875785 + xbl875785 + 
xsl877350 + xbl877350 + xsl877932 + xbl877932 + xgl880413 + xsl880413 + 
xbl880413 + xgl880588 + xsl880588 + xbl880588 + xg2165735 + xs2165735 + 
xb2165735 + xg2172893 + xs2172893 + xb2172893 + xg2173563 + xs2173563 + 
xb2173563 + xg2176097 + xs2176097 + xb2176097 + xg2180156 + xs2180156 + 
xb2180156 + xs2201989 + xb2201989 + xg2203346 + xs2203346 + xb2203346 + 
xs2203841 + xb2203841 < 160; 
c20v21: xsl447524 + xbl447524 + xsl456012 + xbl456012 + xsl530190 + 
xbl530190 + xsl537913 + xbl537913 + xsl585283 + xbl585283 + xgl592331 + 
xsl592331 + xbl592331 + xsl606523 + xbl606523 + xsl858086 + xbl858086 + 
xsl877350 + xbl877350 + xsl880762 + xbl880762 + xg2127430 + xs2127430 + 
xb2127430 + xg2176097 + xs2176097 + xb2176097 + xg2187201 + xs2187201 4-
xb2187201 + xs2189977 + xb2189977 + xg2190911 + xs2190911 + xb2190911 + 
xg2203346 + xs2203346 + xb2203346 + xs2363777 + xb2363777 + xb2372172 + 
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xb2377277 < 35; 
c21v22: xgl447526 + xsl447526 + xbl447526 + xgl456335 + xsl456335 + 
xbl456335 + xsl530384 + xbl530384 + xsl538723 + xbl538723 + xsl608909 + 
xbl608909 + xsl608911 + xbl608911 + xgl616044 + xsl616044 + xbl616044 + 
xsl858116 + xbl858116 + xsl877932 + xbl877932 + xsl881560 + xbl881560 + 
xg2127958 + xs2127958 + xb2127958 + xg2180156 + xs2180156 + xb2180156 + 
xs2187219 + xb2187219 + xs2191074 + xb2191074 + xs2191076 + xb2191076 + 
xs2203841 + xb2203841 + xb2342882 + xb2377277 + xb2403516 < 60; 
yg7v8: xgl445836 + xgl447174 + xgl447883 + xgl454706 + xgl455100 +tg7v8 
>2; 
ys7v8: xsl445836 + xsl447174 + xsl447883 + xsl454706 + xsl455100 +ts7v8 
> 10; 
yb7v8: xbl445836 + xbl447174 + xbl447883 + xbl454706 + xbl455100 -Kb7v8 
> 10; 
yg7v9: xgl445835 + xgl447882 + xgl455099+tg7v9 > 4; 
ys7v9: xsl445835 + xsl447882 + xsl455099+ts7v9 > 14; 
yb7v9: xbl445835 + xbl447882 + xbl455099+tb7v9 > 29; 
yg7vl2: xgl446280 + xgl447312 + xgl447996 + xgl448818 + xgl455238 + 
xgl455422 + xgl455595+tg7vl2 > 11; 
ys7vl2: xsl446280 + xsl447312 + xsl447996 + xsl448818 + xsl455238 + 
xsl455422 + xsl455595+ts7vl2 > 59; 
yb7vl2: xbl446280 + xbl447312 + xbl447996 + xbl448818 + xbl455238 + 
xbl455422 + xbl455595+tb7vl2 > 132; 
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yg7vl6: xgl446341 + xgl446595 + xgl447385 + xgl448817 + xgl455490 + 
xgl455594+tg7vl6 > 11; 
ys7vl6: xsl446341 + xsl446595 + xsl447385 + xsl448817 + xsl455490 + 
xsl455594+ts7vl6 > 42; 
yb7vl6: xbl446341 + xbl446595 + xbl447385 + xbl448817 + xbl455490 + 
xbl455594+tb7vl6 > 47; 
yg7vl7: xgl446480 + xgl447881+tg7vl7 > 22; 
ys7vl7: xsl446480 + xsl447881+ts7vl7 > 75; 
yb7vl7: xbl446480 + xbl447881+tb7vl7 > 80; 
ys7v20: xsl446819 + xsl447524 + xsl448054 + xsl455419 + xsl456012 +ts7v20 
>i; 
yb7v20: xbl446819 + xbl447524 + xbl448054 + xbl455419 + xbl456012 +tb7v20 
>4; 
yg7v21: xgl447173 + xgl454705+tg7v21 > 3; 
ys7v21: xsl447173 + xsl454705+ts7v21 > 13; 
yb7v21: xbl447173 + xbl454705+tb7v21 > 20; 
yg7v22: xgl447526 + xgl447527 + xgl448232 + xgl455421 + xgl456335 +tg7v22 
>3; 
ys7v22: xsl447526 + xsl447527 + xsl448232 + xsl455421 + xsl456335 +ts7v22 
>n; 
yb7v22: xbl447526 + xbl447527 + xbl448232 + xbl455421 + xbl456335 +tb7v22 
> 23; 
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yg8v9: xgl527170 + xgl536432+tg8v9 > 1; 
ys8v9: xsl527170 + xsl536432+fs8v9 > 4; 
yb8v9: xbl527170 + xbl536432+tb8v9 > 4; 
ys8vl2: xsl527935 + xsl529929 + xsl536627 + xsl537024 + xsl537327 +ts8vl2 
>2; 
yb8vl2: xbl527935 + xbl529929 + xbl536627 + xbl537024 + xbl537327 +tb8vl2 
>9; 
yg8vl6: xgl527944 + xgl528532 + xgl530030 + xgl537114 + xgl537326 +tg8vl6 
>i; 
ys8vl6: xsl527944 + xsl528532 + xsl530030 + xsl537114 + xsl537326 +ts8vl6 
>6; 
yb8vl6: xbl527944 + xbl528532 + xbl530030 + xbl537114 + xbl537326 +tb8vl6 
>8; 
yg8vl7: xgl527171 + xgl528353 + xgl535977 + xgl536728 + xgl537750 +tg8vl7 
>i; 
ys8vl7: xsl527171 + xsl528353 + xsl535977 + xsl536728 + xsl537750 +ts8vl7 
>8; 
yb8vl7: xbl527171 + xbl528353 + xbl535977 + xbl536728 + xbl537750 +tb8vl7 
> 38; 
ys8v20: xsl528792 + xsl530190 + xsl536829 + xsl537913+ts8v20 > 2; 
yb8v20: xbl528792 + xbl530190 + xbl536829 + xbl537913+tb8v20 > 8; 
ys8v21: xsl529734 + xsl535805+ts8v21 > 2; 
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yb8v21: xbl529734 + xbl535805+tb8v21 > 4; 
ys8v22: xsl530384 + xsl530385 + xsl537023 + xsl538723+ts8v22 > 1; 
yb8v22: xbl530384 + xbl530385 + xbl537023 + xbl538723+tb8v22 > 5; 
yg9vl2: xgl561403 + xgl601430+tg9vl2 > 1; 
ys9vl2: xsl561403 + xsl601430+ts9vl2 > 6; 
yb9vl2: xbl561403 + xbl601430+tb9vl2 > 17; 
yg9vl6: xgl546508 + xgl547569 + xgl561048 + xgl564606 + xgl566070 + 
xgl572341 + xgl592331 + xgl602399 + xgl602875 + xgl616044 +tg9vl6 > 1; 
ys9vl6: xsl546508 + xsl547569 + xsl561048 + xsl564606 + xsl566070 + 
xsl572341 + xsl592331 + xsl602399 + xsl602875 + xsl616044 +ts9vl6 > 4; 
yb9vl6: xbl546508 + xbl547569 + xbl561048 + xbl564606 + xbl566070 + 
xbl572341 + xbl592331 + xbl602399 + xbl602875 + xbl616044 +tb9vl6 > 7; 
yg9vl7: xgl546403 + xgl568455+tg9vl7 > 2; 
ys9vl7: xsl546403 + xsl568455+ts9vl7 > 7; 
yb9vl7: xbl546403 + xbl568455+tb9vl7 > 13; 
ys9v20: xsl577882 + xsl606523+ts9v20 > 2; 
yb9v20: xbl577882 + xbl606523+tb9v20 > 5; 
ys9v21: xsl547360 + xsl560752 + xsl565525 + xsl585283 + xsl595742 + 
xsl608911+ts9v21 > 1; 
yb9v21: xbl547360 + xbl560752 + xbl565525 + xbl585283 + xbl595742 + 
xbl608911+tb9v21 > 2; 
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ys9v22: xsl608909 + xsl608910+ts9v22 > 1; 
yb9v22: xbl608909 + xbl608910+tb9v22 > 3; 
ygl2vl6: xgl873370 + xgl880413+tgl2vl6 > 10; 
ysl2vl6: xsl873370 + xsl880413+tsl2vl6 > 36; 
ybl2vl6: xbl873370 + xbl880413+tbl2vl6 > 69; 
ygl2vl7: xgl854523 + xgl856214 + xgl874578 + xgl878634 + xgl880363 + 
xgl880588+tgl2vl7 > 4; 
ysl2vl7: xsl854523 + xsl856214 + xsl874578 + xsl878634 + xsl880363 + 
xsl880588+tsl2vl7 > 13; 
ybl2vl7: xbl854523 + xbl856214 + xbl874578 + xbl878634 + xbl880363 + 
xbl880588+tbl2vl7 > 30; 
ysl2v20: xsl856593 + xsl858086 + xsl877350 + xsl880382 + xsl880762 +tsl2v20 
>4; 
ybl2v20: xbl856593 + xbl858086 + xbl877350 + xbl880382 + xbl880762 
+tbl2v20 > 16; 
ygl2v21: xgl857544 + xgl875785 + xgl878344+tgl2v21 > 1; 
ysl2v21: xsl857544 + xsl875785 + xsl878344+tsl2v21 > 4; 
ybl2v21: xbl857544 + xbl875785 + xbl878344+tbl2v21 > 17; 
ysl2v22: xsl858116 + xsl858117 + xsl877932 + xsl880412 + xsl881560 +tsl2v22 
>3; 
ybl2v22: xbl858116 + xbl858117 + xbl877932 + xbl880412 + xbl881560 
+tbl2v22 > 10; 
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ygl6vl7: xg2153380+tgl6vl7 > 7; 
ysl6vl7: xs2153380+tsl6vl7 > 25; 
ybl6vl7: xb2153380+tbl6vl7 > 35; 
ygl6v20: xg2119732 + xg2127430 + xg2156554 + xg2172893 + xg2176097 
+tgl6v20 > 1; 
ysl6v20: xs2119732 + xs2127430 + xs2156554 + xs2172893 + xs2176097 +tsl6v20 
>4; 
ybl6v20: xb2119732 + xb2127430 + xb2156554 + xb2172893 + xb2176097 
+tbl6v20 > 9; 
ygl6v21: xg2125991 + xg2165735+tgl6v21 > 3; 
ysl6v21: xs2125991 + xs2165735+tsl6v21 > 8; 
ybl6v21: xb2125991 + xb2165735+tbl6v21 > 15; 
ygl6v22: xg2120473 + xg2127958 + xg2157519 + xg2173563 + xg2180156 
+tgl6v22 > 1; 
ysl6v22: xs2120473 + xs2127958 + xs2157519 + xs2173563 + xs2180156 +tsl6v22 
>4; 
ybl6v22: xb2120473 + xb2127958 + xb2157519 + xb2173563 + xb2180156 
+tbl6v22 > 9; 
ygl7v20: xg2186854 + xg2187201 + xg2189325 + xg2190911 + xg2203346 
-f-tgl7v20 > 1; 
ysl7v20: xs2186854 + xs2187201 + xs2189325 + xs2190911 + xs2203346 +tsl7v20 
>3; 
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ybl7v20: xb2186854 + xb2187201 + xb2189325 + xb2190911 + xb2203346 
+tbl7v20 > 9; 
ysl7v21: xs2186881 + xs2187118 + xs2188113 + xs2188760 + xs2189208 + 
xs2189977 + xs2190388 + xs2191076 + xs2199741 + xs2201989 +tsl7v21 > 2; 
ybl7v21: xb2186881 + xb2187118 + xb2188113 + xb2188760 + xb2189208 + 
xb2189977 + xb2190388 + xb2191076 + xb2199741 + xb2201989 +tbl7v21 > 5; 
ysl7v22: xs2186908 + xs2187219 + xs2191074 + xs2191075 + xs2203841 +tsl7v22 
>2; 
ybl7v22: xb2186908 + xb2187219 + xb2191074 + xb2191075 + xb2203841 
+tbl7v22 > 9; 
ys20v21: xs2338841 + xs2363777+ts20v21 > 1; 
yb20v21: xb2338841 + xb2363777+tb20v21 > 4; 
yb20v22: xb2342882 + xb2342883 + xb2372172 + xb2377277+tb20v22 > 4; 
yb21v22: xb2391129 + xb2403516+tb21v22 > 2; 
6.2 Numerical Experiments with a small graph 
This section contains the detailed description of the example given in Section 3.7. 
We present capacities and requirements, that were used in numerical experiments 
described in Section 3.7, the list of all paths of the graph from this example with 
indications of their weight and order and also distribution of paths according to 
their order. 
Ill 
6.2.1 Capacity of links and ODs traffic demands 
Table 6.1: Capacity of links 
link 
capacity 
link 
capacity 
(1,2) 
335 
(2,6) 
195 
(1,3) 
175 
(2,9) 
210 
(1,4) 
205 
(3,8) 
205 
(1,7) 
195 
(3,9) 
110 
(1,8) 
105 
(3,10) 
170 
(2,3) 
205 
(5,6) 
55 
(2,5) 
230 
(9,10) 
105 
Table 6.2: Requirements (bronze) 
ODs 
requirements 
ODs 
requirements 
ODs 
requirements 
ODs 
requirements 
ODs 
requirements 
(1,2) 
20 
(2,3) 
20 
(3,5) 
10 
(4,8) 
10 
(6,8) 
30 
(1,3) 
20 
(2,4) 
10 
(3,6) 
15 
(4,9) 
30 
(6,9) 
10 
(1,4) 
10 
(2,5) 
10 
(3,7) 
10 
(4,10) 
40 
(6,10) 
40 
(1,5) 
20 
(2,6) 
10 
(3,8) 
10 
(5,6) 
15 
(7,8) 
10 
(1,6) 
10 
(2,7) 
10 
(3,9) 
10 
(5,7) 
25 
(7,9) 
30 
(1,7) 
10 
(2,8) 
20 
(3,10) 
10 
(5,8) 
40 
(7,10) 
30 
(1,8) 
10 
(2,9) 
10 
(4,5) 
25 
(5,9) 
20 
(8,9) 
25 
(1,9) 
15 
(2,10) 
20 
(4,6) 
25 
(5,10) 
45 
(8,10) 
15 
(1,10) 
20 
(3,4) 
10 
(4,7) 
15 
(6,7) 
25 
(9,10) 
15 
6.2.2 Paths 
The graph G generates 382 paths. We use the weight cj(p) equal to the number of 
nodes in the path p for calculation of orders of paths. The Tables 6.5- 6.8 below 
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Table 6.3: Requirements (silver) 
O D s 
requirements 
(1,2) 
10 
(1,5) 
10 
(1,6) 
5 
(1,9) 
5 
(2,3) 
5 
(2,4) 
5 
(2,6) 
5 
(2,7) 
5 
(2,8) 
5 
(2,9) (2,10) 
5 10 
Table 6.4: Requirements (gold) 
ODs 
requirements 
(1,3) 
10 
(2,3) 
10 
(3,4) 
5 
(3,5) 
5 
(3,6) 
5 
(3,7) 
5 
(3,8) 
5 
(3,9) 
5 
(3,10) 
5 
contain the distribution of paths according to their weight cj(p) and orders. W e 
consider orders 0"i,02 and o that were defined in Section 2.2. W e denote the 
number of path by N(p) in the tables below. 
Table 6.5: Distribution of paths according to their weight CJ 
CJ 
N(p) 
2 
14 
3 
37 
4 
72 
5 
100 
6 
88 
7 
47 
8 
21 
9 
2 
6.2.3 List of all paths of the weight 5 and less 
The table 6.9 below contains the list of all paths p with cj(p) < 5; we indicate the 
weight cj(p) and the orders ox(p), o2(p) and o(p) for each path p. W e also include 
the flows for bronze, silver and gold customers along paths for the priority traffic. 
W e do not include paths with cj(p) > 6 in this table since these paths are not 
used in the priority traffic and also are not use for reconfiguration. 
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Table 6.6: Distribution of paths according to their order ox 
N(p) 
<7i = l 
54 
1< 01 < 1.4 
86 
1.4 < 01 < 1.5 
63 
1.5 < 01 < 2] 
124 
01 > 2 
55 
Table 6.7: Distribution of paths according to their order 02 
N(p) 
02 = 1 
54 
1< 02 < 1.4 
4 
1.4 < 02 < 1-5 
115 
1.5 < 02 < 2] 
124 
02 > 2 
85 
Table 6.8: Distribution of paths according to their order 0 
N(p) 
0 = 1 
54 
1 < 0 < 1.4 
46 
1.4<0< 1.5 
72 
1.5 < 0 < 2] 
123 
0->2 
87 
114 
Table 6.9: List of all paths p with co(p) < 5 
No 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
path 
(1,2) 
(1,3) 
(1,4) 
(1,7) 
(1,8) 
(2,3) 
(2,5) 
(2,6) 
(2,9) 
(3,8) 
(3,9) 
(3,10) 
(5,6) 
(9,10) 
(1,2,3) 
(1,2,5) 
(1,2,6) 
(1,2,9) 
(1,3,2) 
(1,3,8) 
(1,3,9) 
(1,3,10) 
(1,8,3) 
(2,1,3) 
(2,1,4) 
(2,1,7) 
bronze 
20 
20 
10 
10 
10 
20 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
15 
15 
20 
10 
10 
5 
10 
10 
10 
silver 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
gold 1 uj(p) 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
^2 (P) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
0i (?) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
o(p) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
. 1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
lJ 
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No 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
path 
(2,1,8) 
(2,3,8) 
(2,3,9) 
(2,3,10) 
(2,5,6) 
(2,6,5) 
(2,9,3) 
(2,9,10) 
(3,1,4) 
(3,1,7) 
(3,1,8) 
(3,2,5) 
(3,2,6) 
(3,2,9) 
(3,9,10) 
(3,10,9) 
(4,1,7) 
(4,1,8) 
(5,2,6) 
(5,2,9) 
(6,2,9) 
(7,1,8) 
(8,3,9) 
(8,3,10) 
(9,3,10) 
(1,2,3,8) 
(1,2,3,9) 
(1,2,3,10) 
(1,2,5,6) 
bronze 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
15 
10 
20 
10 
10 
15 
15 
silver 
5 
5 
5 
5 
gold 
5 
5 
5 
5 
co(p) 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
-.16 1 
^2 (p) 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
<ri(p) 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
2 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
o(p) 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1.5 
2 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
No 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
path 
(1,2,6,5) 
(1,2,9,3) 
(1,2,9,10) 
(1,3,2,5) 
(1,3,2,6) 
(1,3,2,9) 
(1,3,9,2) 
(1,3,9,10) 
(1,3,10,9) 
(1,8,3,2) 
(1,8,3,9) 
(1,8,3,10) 
(2,1,3,8) 
(2,1,3,9) 
(2,1,3,10) 
(2,1,8,3) 
(2,3,1,4) 
(2,3,1,7) 
(2,3,1,8) 
(2,3,9,10) 
(2,3,10,9) 
(2,9,3,8) 
(2,9,3,10) 
(2,9,10,3) 
(3,1,2,5) 
(3,1,2,6) 
(3,1,2,9) 
(3,2,1,4) 
bronze 
10 
silver gold 
r 
u(p) 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
02 (p) 
1.5 
2 
1.33 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
tfi(p) 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
1.33 
2 
1.33 
0(p) 
1.415 
2 
1.33 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
2 
1.415 
1.415 
2 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
2 
1.415 
2 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
2 
1.415 
1.415 
2 
1.415 
1.415 
2 
1.415 
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(3,2,1,7) 
(3,2,1,8) 
(3,2,5,6) 
(3,2,6,5) 
(3,2,9,10) 
(3,8,1,4) 
(3,8,1,7) 
(3,9,2,5) 
(3,9,2,6) 
(4,1,2,5) 
(4,1,2,6) 
(4,1,2,9) 
(4,1,3,8) 
(4,1,3,9) 
(4,1,3,10) 
(5,2,1,7) 
(5,2,1,8) 
(5,2,3,8) 
(5,2,3,9) 
(5,2,3,10) 
(5,2,9,10) 
(5,6,2,9) 
(6,2,1,7) 
(6,2,1,8) 
(6,2,3,8) 
(6,2,3,9) 
(6,2,3,10) 
(6,2,9,10) 
5 
15 
15 
15 
10 
20 
20 
15 
10 
15 
5 
15 
15 
5 
15 
10 
No 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
path 
(6,5,2,9) 
(7,1,2,9) 
(7,1,3,8) 
(7,1,3,9) 
(7,1,3,10) 
(8,1,2,9) 
(8,1,3,9) 
(8,1,3,10) 
(8,3,2,9) 
(8,3,9,10) 
(8,3,10,9) 
(9,2,3,10) 
(1,2,3,9,10) 
(1,2,3,10,9) 
(1,2,9,3,8) 
(1,2,9,3,10) 
(1,2,9,10,3) 
(1,3,2,5,6) 
(1,3,2,6,5) 
(1,3,2,9,10) 
(1,3,9,2,5) 
(1,3,9,2,6) 
(1,3,10,9,2) 
(1,8,3,2,5) 
(1,8,3,2,6) 
(1,8,3,2,9) 
(1,8,3,9,2) 
(1,8,3,9,10) 
bronze 
10 
10 
15 
10 
silver gold UJ(P) 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
0"2 (P) 
1.5 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
1.33 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
2 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
2 
2 
2 
2.5 
1.66 
°I(P) 
1.33 
1 
1.33 
1 
1 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
2 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.66 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.66 
o(p) 
1.415 
1 
1.415 
1 
1 
1.33 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
1.415 
2 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.83 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
2.5 
1.66 
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No 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 
166. 
167. 
path 
(1,8,3,10,9) 
(2,1,3,9,10) 
(2,1,3,10,9) 
(2,1,8,3,9) 
(2,1,8,3,10) 
(2,3,8,1,4) 
(2,3,8,1,7) 
(2,9,3,1,4) 
(2,9,3,1,7) 
(2,9,3,1,8) 
(2,9,10,3,8) 
(3,1,2,5,6) 
(3,1,2,6,5) 
(3,1,2,9,10) 
(3,8,1,2,5) 
(3,8,1,2,6) 
(3,9,2,1,4) 
(3,9,2,1,7) 
(3,9,2,1,8) 
(3,9,2,5,6) 
(3,9,2,6,5) 
(3,10,9,2,5) 
(3,10,9,2,6) 
(4,1,2,3,8) 
(4,1,2,3,9) 
(4,1,2,3,10) 
(4,1,2,5,6) 
(4,1,2,6,5) 
bronze 
5 
5 
5 
silver gold 
| 
cj(p) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
02 (P) 
1.66 
2 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
2 
2 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
ai(p) 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
o(p) 
1.66 
1.83 
2.5 
2.5 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
1.66 
1.66 
2.5 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
2.5 
1.66 
1.66 
1.83 
1.83 
1.83 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
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No 
168. 
169. 
170. 
171. 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177. 
178. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182. 
183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
189. 
190. 
191. 
192. 
193. 
194. 
195. 
path 
(4,1,2,9,10) 
(4,1,3,2,5) 
(4,1,3,2,6) 
(4,1,3,2,9) 
(4,1,3,9,10) 
(4,1,3,10,9) 
(4,1,8,3,9) 
(4,1,8,3,10) 
(5,2,1,3,8) 
(5,2,1,3,9) 
(5,2,1,3,10) 
(5,2,3,1,7) 
(5,2,3,1,8) 
(5,2,3,9,10) 
(5,2,3,10,9) 
(5,2,9,3,8) 
(5,2,9,3,10) 
(5,6,2,1,7) 
(5,6,2,1,8) 
(5,6,2,3,8) 
(5,6,2,3,9) 
(5,6,2,3,10) 
(5,6,2,9,10) 
(6,2,1,3,8) 
(6,2,1,3,9) 
(6,2,1,3,10) 
(6,2,3,1,7) 
(6,2,3,1,8) 
bronze 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
silver gold UJ(P) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
°2(P) 
1.25 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.66 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
0"i(p) 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
o(p) 
1.25 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.83 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.83 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.66 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.83 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
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No 
196. 
197. 
198. 
199. 
200. 
201. 
202. 
203. 
204. 
205. 
206. 
207. 
208. 
209. 
210. 
211. 
212. 
213. 
214. 
215. 
216. 
217. 
218. 
219. 
220. 
221. 
222. 
223. 
path 
(6,2,3,9,10) 
(6,2,3,10,9) 
(6,2,9,3,8) 
(6,2,9,3,10) 
(6,5,2,1,7) 
(6,5,2,1,8) 
(6,5,2,3,8) 
(6,5,2,3,9) 
(6,5,2,3,10) 
(6,5,2,9,10) 
(7,1,2,3,8) 
(7,1,2,3,9) 
(7,1,2,3,10) 
(7,1,2,9,10) 
(7,1,3,2,9) 
(7,1,3,9,10) 
(7,1,3,10,9) 
(7,1,8,3,9) 
(7,1,8,3,10) 
(8,1,2,3,9) 
(8,1,2,3,10) 
(8,1,2,9,10) 
(8,1,3,2,9) 
(8,1,3,9,10) 
(8,1,3,10,9) 
(8,3,1,2,9) 
(8,3,2,9,10) 
bronze 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
(9,2,1,3,10) 1 
silver gold cj(p) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
02 (p) 
1.5 
2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.66 
1.5 
1.5 
1.66 
1.5 
1.5 
1.33 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
2 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
2 
0i (P) 
1.25 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.66 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
o(p) 
1.375 
1.83 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.66 
1.375 
1.375 
1.66 
1.375 
1.375 
1.29 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.375 
1.83 
1.83 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.66 
1.83 
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